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THE CROMWELL ASSOCIATION was founded in 1935 by the late Rt Hon Isaac Foot
and others to commemorate Oliver Cromwell, the great Puritan statesman, and to
encourage the study of the history of his times, his achievements and influence. It is
neither political nor sectarian, its aims being essentially historical. The Association
seeks to advance its aims in a variety of ways which have included:
a. the erection of commemorative tablets (e.g. at Naseby, Dunbar, Worcester,
Preston, etc) (From time to time appeals are made for funds to pay for projects of
this sort);
b. helping to establish the Cromwell Museum in the Old Grammar School at
Huntingdon;
c. holding two annual meetings, one the now traditional Memorial Service by the
statue outside the Houses of Parliament, the other a business meeting at which the
Council presents a report on its year's work for discussion by members. At both,
an Address is given by a distinguished Cromwellian;
d. producing an annual publication, Cromwelliana, which is free to members;
e. awarding an annual prize for an essay on a Cromwellian theme;
f. maintaining a small reference library for the use of members;
g. supporting the formation of local groups of paid-up members of the Association
meeting for study or social purposes;
h. acting as a "lobby" at both national and local levels whenever aspects or items of
our Cromwellian heritage appear to be endangered.
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CROMWELL DAY 1994
OLIVER CROMWELL:
A GREAT PARLIAMENTARIAN?
by David L. Smith
Early in 1895, when the Prime Minister Lord Rosebery
proposed that a s~atue of Oliver Cromwell be erected here, some
Members of Parliament were outraged. A.J. Balfour complained
that Cromwell was 'not honourably connected with parliamentary
~overnme~t'; indeed was 'the only man who absolutely succeeded
rn .upro?tmg our whole parliamentary government'. After
acnmomous debate, the Commons refused to vote any public
money towar?s t~~ statue. This defeat proved to be the last straw
for Rosebery s atlmg government, and a week later he resigned.
However, he pressed ahead with a commission to the sculptor
H~mo ~hornycroft and footed the entire bill of £3,000 as a (thinly
vetled) anoi:iymous donor'. Thomycroft relished the task. He was
a ~een admire~ of Cromwell and had even named his eldest son
0.hver after him. ~any of Thornycroft's patrons were leading
Liberals, and he patiently tolerated Rosebery's repeated suggestions
as w~rk on the statue pro~ressed, for example: 'Make him rougher,
t~e Bible .and sword are nght, but make him more militant. He had
to do temble thing~ and this would have affected his appearance.'
When the ~ro~ze figure was finis.bed i!11899, the tercentenary of
Cromwell s birth, Rosebery balled It as 'the finest statue in
London'. Yet it remained dogged by controversy. The unveiling
c~r~m~ny had to be ~cheduled for a date when parliament was not
sittmg m order to av01d hostile demonstrations; and ever since there
hav~ been those who question whether a man whose relations with
p~rhaments '_Vere so very turbulent should be commemorated on
this spot. This afternoon, as we gather once again at the foot of
Thornycroft's statue, that is the issue I wish to address.
Nobody could deny that Cromwell failed to establish a
harmonious working relationship with any parliament during the
Interregnu~. ~ho can forget Hugh Trevor-Roper's wonderful
·
.
·
prose on this subject:
Again a~d again [Cromwell] summoned [parliaments]; again
and a~am he wrestled with the hydra, sought to shout down
!he n01se; and again and again, in the end, like the good man
m a tragedy, caught in the trap of his own weakness, he
res~rt~d t? force· and fraud, to purges, expulsions and
recnmmat1ons. He descended like Moses from Sinai upon
2

the naughty children of Israel, smashing in turn the divine
constitutions he had obtained for them; and the surprised
and indignant members, scattered before their time, went
out from his presence overwhelmed with turbid oratory,
protestations of his own virtue and their waywardness,
romantic reminiscences, proprietary appeals to the Lord,
and great broken gobbets from the Pentateuch and the
Psalms.
This passage beautifully captures the frustration ·and mutual
bafflement which afflicted Cromwell and the members of
successive parliaments alike. Neither side fully understood why
they were unabie to work effectively together. Yet Trevor-Roper
also evokes the extraordinary resilience of Cro111well's attachment
to the institution of parliament. Whatever his impatience with
individual parliaments, Cromwell continued to see a parliament as
an integral part of any viable constitution. As he put it in September
1654: 'The Government by a Single Person and a Parliament is a
fundamental. It is the [essence]; it is constitutive.' And so, no
matter how many times a particular parliament failed to live up to
his expectations, he optimistically summoned another, hoping that
this 'fundamental' institution would ultimately fulfil the plan he
believed God had for England.
. . The roots of C~on;iwell's co~mitment to. parliament lay deep
m his early career. Hts fust expenence of parliament, was in 16289, and thus preceded by a year or two the religious 'conversion
experience' which changed his life. Thereafter, the co-existence of
his profound religious convictions with the memory of that early
experience of Westminster produced in Cromwell an almost
instinctive belief that parliaments could serve as an instrument of
God's purpose. At no time was this link more clearly seen than
during the civil war, when he felt that the Long Parliament and
God's 'cause' were in complete harmony. As he wrote to Colonel
Valentine Walton in September 1644:
We study the glory of God, and the honour and liberty of
the Parliament, for which we unanimously fight, without
seeking our own interests .. .I profess I could never satisfy
myself of the justness of this war, but from the authority of
the Parliament to maintain itself in its rights; and in this
cause I hope to approve myself an honest man and singlehearted.
Yet it was the Rump of this same parliament which Cromwell was
subsequently to dissolve amid scenes of bitter recrimination. Why?
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'. '·_ \ L Th~ i<J.~'s~er?I' tb,iI1Ri' li'es;!ri-~ ¢rom\V,:¢liJs vet,f 'Q.igh· ~ense of
the:trusr incumbent :4po,n, parliament!' Gefe of tfie)ewli~Wglimpses
of ~this· e_aiµ'e :jn 'J(lJjuary<I 648.:wh¢i:i :CroID:weJl 1frgeffth~ele6"mmons
to'. pas~- the•Vote·qf No'/\dgr~ss~s w}~~Qe.se,:words:r,;1, .iji;
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'persons feafing.;.Qod,, ,;:l,QQ o( apprQ\;'.eq fidelity '.'!n.d honesty';
people;· i1.1 CromweJI'~: }YQrd~_. :')Vi.th- th~ r~9t.qf.tb~ m~tter in them.
Surely, he :re.a~911ecJ.:, ~ti~~~ woµl4 :pe;.~µ~taJ~l~_ p~.opl~. tq ~any -'.the
gn~atch~.g~,feltI.4itaj~t-9f.·~Q-_.w~igqty-.~((~ir~:._-:fu!Jpf:gptill)ism, he
welconw4 Jµ~ ,N2rn.(n'!!~q ..f\~s~mtily, a~ ,·'.a_ 49Qf:;,~o .:q~J;l~r .Jrr tliings
that. G.Qd '1J~!ij_.:Pr~mi~¢9::~h<i; ex.PJ?he.~~~d i·'lf.·'.1 l!~t'='e.:is.J191t¢d>iJs,
members; '.q04 ih.<;ttp o.~ged ygu;!i;ltl;l~,-~ye~j>(th_((1WP'r.J.d;:.An~thµ_s,.
by c.omingJ'1itl1.~r~ yolfQ~,iJ!iw~~JV,e,tyfgr.e,,;~9wn:yoqt; <;~UJ:~i/:~~;<
. _:,_ :· :WiJliit(~ix LW<;>nth~, !Jq~ev~i1the;Ngifiiti.at~cI'"4~~~i:ht?W !i~4
fall.en, y:ia(~q-ltQ,iDt~f!lal.squ~.l?l?les,d!s,~ql~~dAt~elfi~rid.',$4rr~n~~i:.e9
pO\yei; ,.JJ.~c}cJo~ Qrpm.we,lL [Qn~~~ag~1v/ l11.s"'~~sp9,n~e,.r~l!$ »hJghlyj
r~ve_ali,Bg: ·11~ . iJPW~dt%~l~i~~g{?pt~~ ', ~ :~fi tf~~~~f,QR~ti t~ tfQrt •ilthe;
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-· .. J Llio.K:ori·-llie··people':'y<5\frepie&~ii(.ah<i=bre~·nof>your trust,
· · i; · ·· ·and «expose"'flot-the; ho'ries'f panyiof:tlie" kingdomHNho have
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bled for you,· and suffer not 0ims~ry to. f~H,; l,lp'Q'.ri"tlie~ f9r
want of ~oµrag~ and resolution in. you, eJse the honest.
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Tliat..i~i:-~'stian~~1y ~:mentt~i·ii~-:~hf '~2~-~c(:_ til~s.s~ea ·'c;i ;in•, {ci~·~
wli.iCh.-could 'µltimate_lyjustify' the ;mbsf raoicar'forms. of 4~tion.
ag?.inst parliametit> For if parHament b~fray~d its fru~t. ififf.aiJecflOfulfil ~h~i Cromwell <;alleq 'the end'of [its] magistracY'7thell':th~1
'1fopest· p~oiJl,e! [viz:; the .godly] mi'ght; '.follow· the diCiaJ~~_oC~·
nat\irai:-:1aw. 1 which :could ·:overturn 1 · exis'6ng · cu'sfoms' ··an:d

constituiioris',"·:; "',. '.: ," ':. ,'.. :y

··: ·:'. {i'.~«;~:;.~>,«/j· ..:;:;·

Iqs_trume,nt gf:,G<:>ye,rnrne,tit~:')~~·-~h ~t1pJ:IJa!eg,:JIJ.;:HS1Y~~-·f~i:s~1£l~Jtse.

tli.at . ·~up,rewe,. l~gi~J~t.tv,e,,;ai(th9rj!J.'.qw?µ~d . ·~re_sj?@:iII;:.Q!ie iP~f§.Q~j;
the Lord ProteetQfi,,, 'am1 dO~ :_p,e,QpJe ~ flS~empJ~~~il°'~ R!-!Ih~J!J.~nt ·. ·
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· ·: · This pdn~iple.offers the.keyto:e:XpJ~ihin{wtiy;Crofu\Veli
de~troy~d the· Rump._'Throughout the 'early' 16SOs, h~ repeatedly
begged irie.mo~rs· of the· Rump· fo :'.De mindful of their' d.iity 'to. God
arid· men; 'in th~ 'dischatg~(of!thtdru,sf'rep6~ed i~ "them•:<:J3ut:b1y:

~J?rP I_6r~3.,~.<? h~~~b~~o.~7.·C.~~~.i~c~d t~~-~ _the,&~;1?JffM;#~?'.'.16hger·

d1s.c.hargmg 1ts--respons1b.I11ty to budd a godly commonw~alth .. ·He.
thotighCif!had .ceased't6 be'·a ·1Padfamenfftj{Qocrs':ii~op1.y': Bia.fr
Wotden· has, sho\V,ri th# :cfomwe,ll's··. overriding··'objeCtion w~~•;nof
that ilie E:ump'sought recruiter elections (ifirlCieed'if didf':Buf'fatli~r'
thaf 'i ts'inclmbers'· 'int~iid.ea·· ,t{i org~nis~' 'fr:e'e'; ei~tt(6ns~rtot(aW1~w';
r~pre~enfativ~~"'.:fhis:faised the hazard ·of Jfp~Hamiint''Clofuinaiecftiy~
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Thwugho~t~fi9rr\~elJJs,~µn·evi'.q:i~J?Y9rs:1~~th~1.h~D·1rt<?t~ctora~e
~¥ham~l!!S.; y.;,e, fig(:J:~h~ ~a,me, pryp~q1pa.t1orhw~th fu~.'!TQ$U'Ye$.t~~hm
p~rli~fl1~!1,k (j.n'.djh~. ~aµie :fl1th,1es~n.es~. ~ijev; ~~Il!be..r~'. fatl~~;L4?

d\scharge .~tb.a,t tri,t_$t m.· ways Cromwe,11.found.-.~c,e~pt~Wy_, ffh~
specific ~~a'!llpl~,of the first ·Pr9t~ctornte ;P~{ljar:n~nJ §_ery~.~1JQ.
illu.sttat~ thiS, gen~ralpoint,
. , . , · 1 · • :·..
,
~
: .. ;..-.;
.. , .• ,;. "'1i~n1Crnmwell. welcomed th;it p<;trliament qri 4., Septemb~t
16~4, h~\~(ft'.S,~.~Q:;th_e '.great_ w_odcs' cits roembe,rs had 'upo.n. [thejr
hands]'~:'

t9,thern::
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'Pre,~by~ers':ana"'Neuters 1 , -peot>le'<whoU:Y~uns\fite<l·:to.'.'shouta~r 'ihe

;

r~·~P.~?s,~~~~fty _·,9f 'f~~fi~r~n"~'. 9~9,'~'. ~au}~/- ~,<>;:,?xer~ne1!#e~v,hy,"·,i
sense tliat,the Rump had betrayed.its-trust and;fiow-poseff{a-dire'Gt
thie·ar td th'e' cause 'for\ivhicli"ne: n~q<'fotigfitf~tforiiwelJ. pi-s'scilvb~'.ii~~
A few months later; he insisted· tn1lt·.'tiie:;dissOiufr6fr:16f't1ff$
parli?Jll~nt. was as neqes&ary Jo be.do,ne.as the preservation of this
c3.Use•~:: :' :·:~r:~-~ :', </.''~.'.-.:."·~ :~. t.': '· ..L~-.c... _; ·-1~\f_. ·1· >. '.-~-~ ·,,·; . ~·~~~; ~1J"'.J \~r))~~1! -~):VY:,..
.
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:..-; ,·, '-' ·yef:ei6µ{\V.ei1 stc?iivicti0ri1Hat· a p~ru~ihi~coiiiJa'ii~f~rtly
preserve·.;.but (dither th~·1•caus'e' ·fo_inained .: undl,mini~fre'a?'-:Hence,
eveil'th<;)ugh :11e: wielded?pO'teil_tfaiiyfniore"sweepirig power~ in the
early'surfuher
ofq -~53' tliaif'p~rhaps 'afomy~Bthei' sHige}of -hi~ career,
1
he ~rieverthe'Iess "cho1s~ -.'.fo: ·enfrusf':·authori(y~ ·:to'.'tneJN'oihin'ated
Assembly. Convince<;l that the· Rump 'had betrayed; tliei godly,
Crom,well n.Q~ adopted' Major-Gener:(l.l Thomas . Harrison'.s
sugg~-~tiori'of-. a';parliamezyt '86nsistibg.'6f Hie'rgqdiy~ ;: the liriiiy
officers; together with 1ihe"sep'aratist'congiegaff<Yn's; rie>rrlliiat~d~f39

ae·. eD1pha~is~<t!h~. eJ\tf;!Q[gil)ai:yre~pon~ibility
.entru.s~ed
r•1r,-".'.'. ..,.

-,.,>· ·
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·.· y;91,uu:_(f,:ro¢t h.~r~·J)iJ;the. ,gre~Je_st_,qcc~siomthat; :I:;helfoye,

. 'England ever saw; having upon y$)µr~houlders·lthe)ntere~ts
.ofJ})fe~ :greatr1ati(,')ns. wit.hlb~, terrjtoriesJ>elonging to them;
,· _,:,and :truly;' (be\i~veJmay .say,dP.yithoiitany. byperbole, ,you
.have Jipon ypm.: sJ10JJlde:rsAhe;Jntere.st:- of;;_all th.erChristian·
<,. ",-_. ,-;:,~": ·. . ;.., /c"°·t~:·1
Peo·.ple"in the world . ·" "' ~.<
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Yet, ,qnJy, fi:¥~Jn.Q.ntb~·le!ter, atJbe.{eadie.st: . possible_-constitutional
opportunity;. CromWelhdiss_ol:y~d.; Jhjsi: ip.arliamei:it:. His, reasons
hinged. on:~wlrn.t~b.et,:S_aw::as'.;a ,b_etraypL:.oJ:9ocl'.s\· cause! hy·the
'Trustees in Par:Uame_ntl;c:He· . attacked:,theiILfor"/thro.wing-:away
precious <?PPOrtunities committed to us', lamented the 'briers and
thorns' ;Which na~·gr:ow~ni·up·dn::the:sh~dowiQf P.atliainent, and
finally insi.sted-tbati.it was.bis; 1dutycto Go_d:and1'the.:pe_ople~of these
nations, ~Q~ th~ixi saJety, and goo.d·:,in :exer:}' ire.sp.e_cfo..tq,_ dissolve the
p<!-rliaroent.,, He concluded.,_,')ctu:shing-ly :t,:.It>is::not for' tht;: profit of
these ,nations, nor fit for the common and public:goo_d,:for you to
continue here any longer'. He saw no alternative to the dissolution
of a pa.diament-which batl,_preferred,.tinkerihg,with ,the Instrum~nt of

.· ~·
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· ...... ( ..' ':·)
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Government to furthering the cause of God's people.
I therefore .want to suggest that much of the turbulence of
Cromwell's relationship with this and other parliaments derived
from his be!ief in the solemn trust bestowed upon those assemblies.
It was l?r~~1~ely because he had such a clear ideal of parliament's
respo~s1~1ht1es, such a profound commitment to its place within the
constltut10n, such a deep conviction that it could be a worthy
inst~ment of God's cause.' that he was unable to stand by when he
saw its members betraymg that trust through their own lukewarmness .or lethargy or self-interest. His sense of parliament's
duty explams Cromwell's optimism and resilient desire to summon
parliam.ent after parliame~t. But it also accounts for the anger, the
frustration, the brusque dismissals. It explains why he was never
'wedded and glued' to any particular parliament but remained
'wedded and glued' to the principle of parliaments.
This attachm~nt to parliaments in principle also explains
Cromwell's underlymg respect for constitutional propriety. He
ma~e great play of the fact that he always allowed his parliaments to
deliberate free from Protectoral interference; and throughout his
career he caref~lly distanc~d. himself from the more flagrant
breach~s of parliamentary pnvilege, such as Pride's Purge or the
exclus10n of elected members from both the first and second
Protect~rate Pru:liaments. ~!though Cromwell probably approved of
th~ motives wh1c~ lay b~hmd these ~pi~odes, he apparently did not
Wlsh to b~ associated with unconstltut10nal purges of parliament.
When the mterests of the godly and the interests of the nation or of
a nation~I institution, came into collision, Cromwell usually drew
back, waited and reflected.
- This trait was symptomatic of a profound ambiguity at the
ver~ core of Cromwel.1 's personality. His speeches to successive
parliaments never qmte resolved one pivotal issue: who were
members representative of and responsible to, 'the people of God'
?r 'the people' as a whole? He hoped that ultimately these two
mterests would be reconciled; that the entire nation could be turned
tow~rds the .ways ?f go~Iiness; and that parliament would play a
crucial role m leadmg this process of spiritual regeneration. As he
told the framers of the Humble Petition and Advice:

which had evolved as the 'representative of the whole realm' to
adv~nce the cause of a godly minority who remained only one
section of that realm. Such a strategy was bound to destabilise his
relations with successive parliaments; yet its boldness and vision
surely deser~e a~mirat~on. A~o~e all, it wa~ a stra~egy based upon a
profound behef m parhament s importance m the hfe of the nation.
It i~ here, in his sense of parliament's public responsibility,
that. we fm~ the essence. of Cromwell's claim to be a great
parhamentanan. He was, m the fullest sense, a parliamentarian
durin.g the civ.il war;. and thereafter he displayed a high sense of the
trust mherent m parhament and an unquenchable faith that sooner or
later an assem?Iy cou~d ?e. found which would discharge it. He
nev~r felt bound to md1v1dual parliaments, but he did see a
parhament as a 'fundamental' of the constitution. His sense of
parliament's responsibility was a highly personal one: it was
i~timately tied up with his characteristic religious convictions; and,
hke ?th~~ aspects of his pers~nality, it contained complexities and
amb1gmt1es. It reflected a tens10n between the godly interest and the
national interest which Cromwell was never able to resolve. 'Upon
these two interests' Cromwell had pledged to 'live and die'; but
their essential irreconcilability was nowhere plainer than in the
parliaments with which he wrestled only a few yards from here.
. And so we .return to Thornycroft's fine statue, standing
outside the one port10n of the present Palace of Westminster which
e~isted in Cromwell's own lifetime. As we look back over the long
history of the 'mother of parliaments', there have been few
statesmen with such a profound sense of the trust and duty
incumbent upon parliaments, or with such high expectations of the
assemb!e~.members. This important se~se of parliament's public
respon.s1b1hty commands.r~spect and is sttll worth remembering and
reflectmg on today. And It is what leads me to reject Balfour's claim
that Cromwell was 'not honourably connected with parliamentary
government' and to suggest instead that it is entirely appropriate that
we should annually commemorate him on this spot.

I think you have l?rovided for the liberty of the people of
God and of the n.a~10!1; and I ~ay, he sings sweetly that sings
a s~n.g of reconc1hat1on betwixt these two interests, and it is
~ p1tif~l fancy and wild and ignorant, to think they are
mcons1stent.
The problem was that Cromwell was trying to use an institution
6
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CHESTER'S ROLE IN THE CIVIL WAR
by Peter Gaunt
Gentlemen, I am glad of this yeare's period that I am come
at goinge out of my office of maioralty to give you of the
commons thankes for your election, you of the howse or
counsell thankes for your approbation, and you of the bench
thankes for your confirmation of this great honor on me to
be your majestrate beinge farr unworthy therof: which
honor brought a great burden with it in respect of the tymes
troblesomnesse for what my predecessors only or with the
finger touched I have heavily felt, but by God's mercy have
ran through the same, although with many an akinge hart:
for to see our anntient plate diminished, our benefactors
mony exhausted, the cittizens estates empoverished, our
suburbs fired and cittyzens opressed the necessity of the
tymes requireinge it (and I much greeved I could not remedy
it) only our comfort was, it was for a good Kinge and in a.
good cause; and though in all thinges I could not doe what I
would, yet I have done what I promised in performance of
my fialty and preservation of this citty for his Majesty, and
hope my successor will doe the same to whom I leave the
citty and priviledges in good order; the stone and mudd
walls in good condition farr better than I found them; and as
a dyinge man I bequeath my staffe, place and authority to
you and you to God, and God give you much joy and peace
therein to God's glory, the Kinge's honor and tranquillity of
the citty and so I take my leave.[ll.
The 1644 valedictory address of Randle Holme, outgoing mayor of
Chester, was a sombre affair. Although confident they had been in a
'good cause', Holme was all-too aware that Chester's sufferings
had been heavy. Not only had the material and landed wealth of the
corporation and citizens been diminished, but also the very suburbs
of the city had been razed by fire. Holme closed by expressing 8:
hope that God would grant 'much joy and peace' to Chester, but in
reality the following years witnesses an intensification of the city's
sufferings, as the parliamentary troops stepped up operations
against this royalist outpost. The physical defences of the city - 'the
stone and mudd walls' - as well as the resolve of tile citizens were
to be tested to breaking point and beyond by the protracted
parliamentary operations, which eventually led to the surrender of
Chester in February 1646.
Chester played an important role in the civil war of 1642-6,
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quickly becoming both a key royalist centre, a focal point for the
royalist cause in much of North Wales and the northern Mru:ches,
and a major parliamentary objective. Although by no means m the
first rank of English cities in terms of size or wealth, throughout the
seventeenth century Chester was the largest and most important
urban centre in Cheshire and the adjoining parts of Wales Wrexham, probably the largest town in North Wales at this time,
had a population less than half the size of Chester's ~nd possessed
none of the latter's prestige. A closer comparison might be drawn
with Shrewsbury, another county town close to the Welsh borders
which came out for the king and which served to syphon resources
from predominately royalist Wales to aid the royalist cause in
England until isolated, neutralised and captured by the
parliamentarians.

John Speed's map of Chester,. c1610
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; Stuart Chester was a cci~p~ct city; 'still largely cont<1:ined
within the circtiirofniasonry walls initially-built by' the Romans ~ut
then enlarged and repaired during the.medievalpe~od. Sp~d's 1!1aP.
of c1610, one ofthe earliesvdetailed·plans _of Chester to survive;
vividly shows ithe confined;· ·c~mpact~-riature q~ t~e sevente.entQ.
-century city, the resid~ntial· ar~~s large!~-· w_1th1.~- the .. ro~g~~Y.
rectangular circuit of walls. The ~alled ·City. was (an~ still }S),
divided into four se~tors by-the two'jhain ro.ads_·<;>f ~h~ ~ity,>wh1~h·
run straight across .from 'Yall to· wall and _~hich cros~ each ~ther at
right.angles, forming the natural _central ~01nt of the city - the Cross.
Most of- the remaining side streets:withm ·the· walls ~n parallel to,
these:maiil' roads. The north-eastern sector-was'.do~runated by. the
cathedral; the. south-western by the castle; a riledi~val-stron~h?ld
which comprised an upper and a lower ward and w~1ch'sto?d 1r:is1de_
the city walls, with its own complete and separate c~rcu1t of
defended walls; the castle walls did not form part of the city walls.
In the seventeenth cen~ury, the land y.'ithin _the cit~ walls wa~ no~; 1
entirely b.uilt ,up, and quite large_ op.e~ spaces ~emamed, esp~q~ll_y;
on the western side. The southern·9ty ~all s~irted the Dee.~pnJh;e. ,
west side, a tongue of o-pen, undeveloped ~at'l~nd, the ~oo~ee~ ·Ia~ ·;
between the western wall and· the loopmg nver: B~ ·this ~~µie, 1 1
·.cnester_ also possessed extra.-mural suburbs on .t~re~ s1des,_Jargy!y. ·
. in the form of ribbon development along the mam roads out of the,, J
: city:·tothe north;·beyond th~ north wall, along ~h·~ r~adto t~~ OU~· 1
-port of.Parkgate and the Wirral; to the east, be. yond the.}~as,t wal~,
stretching towards the ·separate qa!Illet ?f. B9_ug~ton; 1and to·t~e.
south, on the ·othe~ side of th~ De.ei~nd its .bng.ge, th_e.sulJu~b o.f
Handbridge. Spee~'s IT\ap. als9 . shO\;s thak o!le -.of· the ,m?st
important chu,rches of.tpe.c1tyi:St Johns, l_ay'f~ose,~o but o,uts1~e__;
the eastern city.wal_l_.-11ear the south-east ~ngle .. _<'1 ~! , .. \.~ ' \ . ~
· During the - se,vent~enth, century . Cq~ste_r s popul.apo~
fluctuated considerat;>ly but prob_ably a~ways,.rem~rned :Wtthm ~he
range 5-lO;QOO. During the 164~s, with_ the~arnval:flfst durmg
winter 1641-2·of parts of.th.e Erg!t~h aITJ)y _en, ~out:e_.to-Tre~and and
then during the·civiL~ar of a con~iderable ro_Yal1st. g~rnson and
other civilian 'refugees' from the ~ounty, __t~e f1gur~ was probably
nearer the top thap tn~.bot1or,i.of.t_h~s 1 rang~. _The c1~y. had~ longestablished history"as the'·maJor-r1pl~tary, ~1v1l, adm_1mstrat1ve and
ecclesiastical centre not only for the county of Chesh1_re but also for
a wider geographical area:-It_ ~a~ si~u,ated on t~e lower re.aches of
the River Dee at the lowest easily bndgeable pomt of that nver - the
Old Dee Bridge, at heart medieval though ~idened and ~uch
repaired since, "still spans die Dee south of the c~ty centre. Med1e.val
Chester had been an important commercial pe>rt, handlmg
international as well as coastal trade and serving as tile main port of
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embarkation for.Dublin. Although .jts hinterland was not particularly
rich and it· was never·a·centre·for trade in wool·and cloth, the port
agricultural produce, ·most notably the hides
did handle, a -range
and leather goods in_which Chester speci~lised:By the seventee~th
century the silting of the River Dee; long a problem, was becommg
acute arid-Chester increasingly•looked to out-ports . 9n the-; Dee
estuary·;-:_:flowe.ver, -.Stuart" Cheste'f-,and 1 its ?tit-ports tog-~ther
remained a :cmpmer~i<!Lt~ading•centre ·of reglonal and na_t1_onal
importance ..,Ch~ster·and its_out-po~ts al~o poss,_essed a m1htary
potent~al, a;potential 'that '"'.as ,underlmed ~n the months before the
1
Englisli civil war ·broke out.~ · ~ ~
: r:
;•
,
·
. " In the wake of the Irish rebellion of autumn 1641, Protestant
settler~)n ·Ireland_ began: fl~eing f?ack ~o the.English ·mainland. A
large proportion of this,tide flowed·through Chester;·and many of
them halte.d ·anC;l sought refuge ,within the city. By. February.~ 1642
the n_iayor. was co~pl_ain_ing of 'the.great confluence and resort of
people-to this.Gitty.from Ireland nere to the num~er of IOOP n?w
resident-whereby the prices of Come·and all other victuall are.daily
advanced'-. By-then Chester ,was also-full of troops, for_ much of ~he
army raised in England"an~ -~~l,e~'t<? put down t~e Iqsh reb~lhon
gathered _in~arid around Chester.-.~w_aitmg e~barkatton to:Dublm and
the Pale. ;fbese_'Jargelyunwelcome guests mcreased the pressure ?n
Chester- and its citizens, who were 'forced to entertayne the said
souldiers. at .. under rates', despite the increased cost of food.
Moreovei-';the soldiers allegedly committed 'great)nsolences' in
seizing fOo_<i both from the citizens and fr<?m 'countrey people
coming~with -victuall to ~h~ mark~t'. To c~p it-all, ~:m_tgomg tr~de
through_ th!! 1port almost ce~sesJ,-forJall .~va1l~~le_ ships were be!n~_
requisitioned :'for t!'ie. !ransp~.rt~~on ·.~fJus M~Jestt;e~ forces for _their
expedition. to fre~ap.d'. [2] ,Although the }~nghsh p~vtl war !?roved to
be very:inu~~·~-J~nC;l war ••c!~cLded .l?Y.·tq~ poss~ss~gn.qf.terqtory_an~
by field engagemepts, th~re ~was <1: .11<tyal p_oten!ial 't? th~ struggl.e;
one in which Chester might play a'.large p~rt., Ha"'.t.ng·proved its
capacit)r~tofo.finei:Et:lgljsh ~9 W~lsh trq_ops from)the_~~n.Jand ov~r
to Irela9.Q· i_l,1 1.~1!-2,~it_rr1ight;p!ayi:~l)~e9ually·d~~1Slve f91~'.m
funnelling~b.acl\Jn.tq:the .civ~,l-Y.,~r on th~ 111a11'!land not only,part~ of
the Englisl:i:aRd,·Welsh_·.army :returng1g from-Ireland but also,
perh.aps, .,1,1~t.iv~ Iris~. ~roops. ''!_'his_ Iri.~h,~i111ension gav_e. Chester an.
importance. m the c1v1I war far beyqnd its role _as a m1htary,centre.
within the pur¢ly-EnglaµC;l_ and )VeJ~lJ.aren~-'· · ii ' · ,, i: _, . . . ·
rti~ story ,~f(~qester~during the ~ivil war; .Jik~ that of.most
impor!_a~t Urili_tary:~<! ~9w~ni_str_ati~e.centre~, ca11 be. ~nderstood and
appreci~tedr ·oply df f seen :·within· Ci br_oad~~-t regional, context.
Ultimately, Chest~r's role and fate were det_e.rmmed·by·the course of
events. in Cheshire.and
north-east
Wales.
Jnitial)y, these two areas
.
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followed·apparently ·different 'courses. J?enb~ghshiie and ~l_intshite;
like almost the whole of Wales, came out quickly a.n<I dec1s1vely for
the king in 'the opening weeks of the,_war;·and~became part of.the
royalist heartland, 'held ~by the.' king tintg th~ ~lo~ing stages of ~he
war .. In contrast, •the' mood ·m Ch~shue· .;.· ·~s m 1t1~ny •Enghs,h
counties :.: during the openirig:pha's_fof the ·war vva~ ~~rked by
caution; apathy and neutralism. In the late:summer·and·autumn'of
1642 only. a small ·proportion' of the Che.stiire:gentry; the traditional
leaders of society; committed themselves:decisivelyto ·one ·side'oi
the other I and" attempted .to raise'troops within• the;c,ounty;T sue~
attempts often met with little success. For·example, arf attempt by
Sir ·William' Brereton and others to raise troops in Chester i~ August
1642 met with a hostile:response, and Brereton~had to ht? escorted
out· of-the city for liis own·s~fety. The king was.more successful
duringiafour day visit to the city in late September, -receiving'a loy~
and respectful-reception and.gat~ering-a steady flow'of volunteers
from Chester and the surrounding area.;But they soon departed~with
the king, io Edgehill' ari~ beyond, and Cheshire settled back into·a
state of inactivity or neutralism~ This 'Yas underscored in Decem~er
1642-when-such committed royalists and parliamentariaf!s as were·
to be·found'.within the county'agreed and signed a peace tre.aty, i~
theory demilitarising <;:heshire and ·ensuring :i.ts ·neutr-al!ty in t~~
unfolding civil war._
· .,· ·,•~
·· ·. . ,:i , · ·• •1:,". _1:'° ." -'
-· '!- \ The'situation~was._changed 'and clarified··cturing the 9peilirig
months of ·1643 with !the' direct'.military intervention 'of Brereton I!_
the only Cheshire MP-actively support parliament - at the liead~of
a 'small body of'horse 1.and-dragoqns; · Enterit}g the ·cohnty 'iii 1 l~te
January ;~he moved 'qui9kly to' secu_ie;NantwiCh,,Cheshife'.fs~corid
tow n -and··an ! important ~centreJof ·communications:f"ov·er"the
following ·weeks,' he firmly sec).il-ed.1mosf ofJthe:Ottier•towns!in_
central -and e_astern~ Cheshire; includiniNorth.-wichj Middlewi.ch. a_nq
Kim ts ford; rin 'the lpfocess -defeatirig·rano_1scatter~~t:I.oc~l roya)ist
forces in~ a series' of· limited 1 engagemen~s:, By__spring·'.1 ~4~_ botli
roya~ism !a~d. nep'tralism h_aq•been lafg~ly .o~e~h~l~e~ ,atI~. h;t~s.! ~~
Cheshire' had been 'fiirn'y' secuie<ffof(parl!ament! TJie royiil,I$tS ·were
left-with the' City .of Chester 'and· the westetji:f~ipges''.<)f t~e co.Uhty:
including the'"Wirral'.'The Cheshire foyalists !were!ciri·the defensive
for. the- remainder"of •the cwa'.r,' ·trytrig t?"1pfe~e!v~'1!2h.est~r.~and"i_ts
hinterland.1·:."1 4 l£ .,•''H.-t!' ·;-CJ-'/J ~··· •J>• i· '·'.J, ~r.),!l• ;·11· ,; 0_ 1 ~rir
1
From spring 1643ronwar<l~«:4eshire:w~s a'.divided~~oh~ty:
the centre and: the ~east· in' parlia~~ntary· hanCts, ft~e-west, 'including
the county 'town~l in .royalist~hanostiAlthoiigli_~·manY' Englishjaiid
some Welsh1counties 'were1similarly !ii-Vided curing the':Civihvar;
1
the boundary ·line'tended·to be'fluid! moving oiie 1,\lay oj tne(cither
1
as one ··side·
the other' gained the u·ppei' han'd: In Cheshiie;
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however, the.territorial dividing line of spring 1643 proved to be
remarkably static' and·dtirable .. Only in a very gradual and piecemeal
way were the parliamentarians able.to push.into the western parts of
the county,and onto the WirraLBut Chester and its)1interlands held
out for years,-:in.the'.city's case through.to February 1646, almo~t
three years_, after; the parliameq.~arians "had qverrim ~Ost.of.the
county. The explanation for the long royalist survival·certai11ly doe.s
not lie in any.Jack Of interest.on the,'part oCBrer~ton .and the
parliamentarians,in .capturing Cliester:1AJthough Brereton· did prove
to be ·.one· of the :more regionally;minded·.local. comriland~fs,
devoting men;money and.time.to eating into the neighbouring'and
initially largely'royalist counties of Staffordshire and-Shropshire, he
could not feel· entirely secure in C:::heshire while th_e ki!lg's nieil
continued to.hold the largest_ and weitlthiest town in the county;.its
natural .focus.for. poJiticar:admi~istrative and social life,.a·inajor
port·and,ceri~r~·of.commerce as ~well.as '<in:excelleilt.landing:ana
marshalling ~point Jor royalist reinforcements Jrom· Ireland~ Indeed,
fromsuiriiner"'.1643 onw~~dsJ~rereton mounted increasingly robust
operations~againsfChester.and.its hinterland. Both in word and.in
deed; he.made clear that the.city was his major objective. Why,
then, did royalist Chester survive for so long? ,
In .Jp*rt, 'the answer,_ is to be found in the repeated
interruptions 1to parliamentary operations_ against Chester, allowing
the city,,to~be reinforced, with men, and,. even more important,
supplies: Breretori's.operations in the Chester area and_beyon_d.were
disrupted ~by~'the ~iqterveiltion .• of royalis~ .forces based,. n~t' in
Cheshire itself nor. evenjn the surrounding area; bu~ ~uch ·further
afield:. Potentially•the1inosttserious of .these.threats materialised in
the closing;wet'.ks of,1643·with the)anding along the Dee esl!Iary of
several•. thousand harden'edt'and. experienced.troops Jr9m Ireland;
part of4the English .~<l;nd ;Welsh army. dispatched during.,wiriter 1641.,.
2. Gombined .with';feinforcements·.whichLordJohn Byron, the new
royallst,c:omrrHind.er iri.·North,Wales and.the northem:Marches a,nd
the decisive ·figure 1in, the defence. of Chester; .had, brought! from
Oxford;:they. 'provi_dea the'. king ;with a:formidable'.field1army in
Cheshire. Having res'ted~briefly. in' -Chester, .they:;engaged ima
successful' and',,_brutafc'ampaign •within the.county :-be(cfre which
Brereton 's 1forces were ~forced fall :back. It 'took the· intervention
of another,::foreig'n_'.~forceJSiruThomas f'.C!irfax's-~Y.orkshire. 'and
Lincolnshire army, to. save the, da'y ,' wli~n they·: etjgaged ·and
destroyed'B-yrbh's a·miy.outside·Nantwich'.-cfo 25January 11644 ..
-, .:~uAltho~g~ino furtper1Iarge ba~ches 1 of reinto~c5'.ment~~f~cirri
Ireland· matenahsed . . thereafter,. parhamentary _.operations 'agamst
Ch~ster;were1disrupted s~veral.time~iduring:l,644and·1645. by:the
approach· ofilarge 'armies of1English' royalists. Soriietiiries-tl:ie .forces
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marching thr~ugh, .as in spri_ng 1644 when Rupert halted
m the city before resummg his slow, ctrcuitous march which would
eventually bring him to Marston Moor. With the remnants of his
army, he again halte~ in Chester ~fter the battle before resuming his
march south. Sometimes the arnues were marched towards or into
Chester specifically to relieve pressure on the city. Thus in
February 1645 Prince Maurice marched an army into Chester and in
the following May the king, accompanied by Rupert, led a larger
an_ny north towards Chester, only to swing away south-east into the
lv!tdland~, ~n route to Naseby. On 23 September 1645 Charles paid
his last v1s1t to Chester, leadmg a small force into the now besieged
city, w.hile most of his remaining troops were to approach on the
followmg day. Now, for the first time, instead of simply pulling
back and allowing the royalist army of relief a free hand the
parliamentarians felt strong enough to challenge the royalist f;rces.
On 24 Septe~ber there developed a series of running battles southeast o~ the city, on and around Rowton Moor, as the royalist army
of relief was destroyed. The king slipped out of Chester the
following day, never to return. Henceforth, there would be no
external military relief and the parliamentary operation could
proceed unhindered.
H.owever, these interventions from royalist forces, which
tempo~ar1ly bu~ repeatedly caused the parliamentarians to suspend
operations agamst Chester, do not in themselves account for the
city's prolonged resistance. We must also look at the strength of
Chester's defences. In part, that strength is to be found in terrain
and geography. Chester protected the main route into North Wales
and was i~self streng~hene~ and reli~ved by the flow of men, money
and supplies from this solidly royalist region. Unless and until they
could sweep round west of Chester and thereby break its lines of
communications with North Wales, the parliamentarians would find
it ver~ difficult to end Chester's resistance. The apparent strength of
royalism west of the Dee, royalist control of the major river
crossings at Chester it.se~f, Farn?on-Holt, Overton and Bangor, and
the nature of the terram immediately south-west of the city - in the
seventeenth century, before the canalisation of the Dee and other
flood relief w.ork, mu~h. of this area was low-lying marshland
- would make it very difficult for Brereton's men to break into this
reg~on, firmly to occupy it and thus completely to isolate Chester.
So it proved.
In late 1643 Brereton launched an attack on north-east
Wales, surging across the Farndon-Holt bridge, occupying
Wrexham and ~hen ~us~ing north .to Hawarden, Flint and Mostyn.
~ne of the mam objectives of this campaign was presumably to
isolate Chester from North Wales. But the operation failed and

Brereton was forced to fall back as the reinforcements from Ireland
began arriving. By Christmas, the region was firmly back under
royalist control and it remained so until the latter half of 1645. Even
in -the spring and summer .of that year, as the parliamentarians
overran the Wirral and were thus able to surround Chester on three
sides with an arc of hostile garrisons, it proved almost impossible
completely to break and to close Chester's lines of communications
into Wales. This is amply demonstrated by the ease with which
Charles and his small body of troops were able to slip into and out
of Chester in September 1645. Not until late in 1645 did the royalist
hold over north-east Wales really crumble and were the
parliamentarians able virtually to cut off the stream then trickle of
supplies into Chester from Wales. Eventually it was shortage of
supplies with attendant starvation and disease, exacerbated by the
general hopelessness of the royalist cause nationally, which led to
the surrender of Chester in February 1646.
That Chester had been able to resist for so long was also
due, in part, to the man-made defences of the city and to the resolute
way in which the citizens as well as the soldiers sought to hold
them. Th~ masonry walls with their medieval defended gateways
were repatred both before the civil war broke out and again in the
early stages of the war. During the latter stages of the war the
northern wall was further strengthened by banking earth against the
inner face. But in an attempt to defend the northern and eastern extramural suburbs, the royalists also constructed an-. outer line of
com~letely new earthwork defences. Originally constructed during
the ftrst half of 1643, by Colonel Ellis and his engineers, they
c~mpris~d a single. snaking line of earthen bank and ditch, complete
with salients, bastions and mounts, running out from the western
end o~ the north wall, around the suburbs, and eventually ending at
the River Dee near the hamlet of Boughton. The main part of
Boughton, lying outside this line, was abandoned and deliberately
destroyed to deny it to the parliamentarians. The earthwork
defences, originally two miles in length, were later judged too long
to be held against determined attack and were progressively
shortened. In 1644 the area ·north-east of the walled town was
abandoned and largely razed and in early 1645, even more
drastically, the entire northern suburb was abandoned and razed. By
late summer 1645, as parliamentary operations against Chester
stepped up, the royalists were left holding the walled town, the
eastern suburbs defended by the now shortened earthwork line,
together with -a single, free-standing earthwork artillery fort or
sconce, which the defenders had constructed jqst beyond the north
wall after they abandoned and demolished the northern suburbs,
and a similar earthwork sconce standing on rising ground south of
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the river and defending the approach to the Dee bridge, which stood
amidst the site of the now abandoned and razed suburb of
Handbridge.
Down to 1645, the parliamentarians had been content to
harass and blockade the city. The strength of its defences had
deterred any attempt at a full-scale attack. In January 1645,
however, perhaps bolstered by the failure of an attack by the
royalist defenders upon a parliamentary garrison at Christleton,
Brereton tested the strength of the soon-to-be-abandoned northern
earthwork line. On 27 January he launched a pre-dawn assault
somewhere along this line, probably adjoining the 'turnpike gate'
where the Parkgate road ran through the earthwork line. But the
parliamentarians received 'so hot a breakfast'[3] from the defenders
that they quickly turned tail, leaving behind many of the scaling
ladders with which they had intended to carry the line. To
encourage the citizens, Byron had the captured ladders and weapons
put on display at the Cross. For his part, Brereton preferred to
stress how 'Gods goodnes did wonderfully appeare in preserveing
us all soe as though our body of horse stood within half musquett.
shott of their workes yet not one man that I have heard was slaine or
wounded or taken'.[4]
By September 1645 the northern earthwork line and suburbs
had been abandoned by the royalists. Instead, the parliamentarians
focussed their attention on the eastern line, on this occasion
successfully. Parliamentary troops gathered during the night of 1920 September, those marching from Beeston avoiding the main
roads for fear of detection. The parliamentary attack was launched at
daybreak and seems to have caught the royalists completely by
surprise. Even ·though the scaling ladders proved too short,
parliamentary troops were able to carry several 'mounts' at the
eastern end of the line and then opened the gates where the
Boughton road pierced the earthwork defences, allowing the
parliamentary horse to charge in. The royalist troops and civilians
within the eastern suburbs hastily fell back inside the walls, closing
and blocking the east gate behind them, though in the process they
managed to fire parts of the suburbs to deny them to the
parliamentarians. Other buldings and whole streets were set on fire
the following day when the royalists within the walls fired out
flaming arrows designed to ignite the thatched roofs. St John's
Church, however, was too large and too strong to be destroyed in
this way and both the church and its surrounding churchyard
subsequently served as the parliamentarian strongpoint during the
next stage of the operation.
Having successfully carried the eastern suburbs, the
parliamentarians brought up a range of artillery pieces. Most were

placed within St John's churchyard, though a couple of lighter
pieces were hauled up into the church tower, which also served as a
base for snipers. From these vantage points, a sustained
bombardment was directed at the nearby southern part of the eastern
city wall and by the afternoon of 22 September it had opened up a
breach so wide, Byron estimated, that 'six horses might have
marched up in rank'.[5] However, by that evening, when the
parliamentarians attempted to storm the walls, the breach had been
effectively blocked using woolpacks and feather beds. Repeated
attempts during the night both to storm the patched breach and to
scale adjoining sections of the wall were all beaten off. One account
alleges that, before launching the assault, the parliamentarians had
been served a brew of 'aqua vitae and gunpowder' to give them
'more than ordinary spirrits'. Byron notes sourly that captured
parliamentary troops were 'so drunk that the scent of them was very
offensive'.[6]
The arrival of the king on 23 September and the approach of
a royalist army of relief disrupted the parliamentary operation. The
defeat of that army at Rowton Moor and the departure of the king
allowed the siege to be renewed with avengeance. After a week or
so of sporadic bombardment and an unsuccessful attempt to
undermine the walls, parliamentary attention shifted to north wall. A
heavy bombardment on 4 October knocked out the sconce which the
royalists had constructed outside the north wall earlier in the year.
Five days later, on 9 October, an even heavier bombarpment opened
a new breach in the circuit of walls, somewhere near western end of
north wall. In the late afternoon, the parliamentarians launched their
second and far more ambitious attempt to storm the walled city, a
co-ordinated attack at several points around the circuit, including the
new breach in north wall and the old breach in east wall, as well as
attempts to scale undamaged sections of the wall. But all the
assaults were beaten off and the parliamentarians forced to fall back,
'to use their heels and hide themselves like harts in bushes, not
dareing to looke the hounds in the face', as a royalist account has
it.[7] A parliamentary account claims the assault only narrowly
failed, but that in any case it resulted in far heavier royalist than
parliamentarian losses, many of the defenders perishing dreadfully
through cannon fire - 'swords, armes, leggs, whole bodies were
seene to flye in the ayre, cart loads of bodies drawne off.[8] Byron
claims that the citizens, and especially the women of Chester,
willingly played a key role in the defence -
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I must not forget the great courage and gallentry the Chester
women expressed that day, who all the time the cannon
played upon the new breach ... carried both earth and

featherbeds and other materials incessantly and made up the
breach in the very mouth of the cannon. And though 8 or
ten of them at the least were killed and spoiled with great
shot, yet the rest were nothing at all dismayed, but followed
on their work with as great alacrity ancl aS little fear as if
they had been going to milk their cows.[9]
A pro-parliamentary account claims, in contrast, that the men and
women who repaired the breach only did so because they were
driven up by 'the Horse in the reare'.[10]
No further attempts were made by the parliamentarians to
storm the city. Instead the emphasis shifted to encircling and
isolating Chester, cutting off communications with Wales and thus
starving it into submission. To aid communication between
parliamentary detachments north and south of the river, a bridge of
boats was thrown across the Dee east of the city. Brereton, who
returned from London during October and resumed personal
command of the operation, did maintain an intermittent artillery
bombardment, directed especially at the water tower and mills in the
Dee bridge area. He also brought up a mortar piece which was ·
employed to lob explosive shells over the walls and into the city
centre, where they would explode killing and maiming the
defenders and starting fires. Royalist accounts stress the terror and
indiscriminate destruction which these mortars - 'granadoes'
- brought.
By this time they have unmusled death and sweare theyle let
him loose amongst us, a wide mouth'd morterpeice in
which like the mouth of Etna spitts little mountaines in our
faces and grinds our dwellings into dust and ashes ...
But all this while our women like soe many she astronomers
have so glew'd their eyes to heaven in expectation of a
second thunder that they canot easily be got to bed lest they
dreame of a granado ...
Eleaven huge granadoes, like so many tumbling demy
-phaetons, threaten to set the city, if not the world, on fire.
This was a terrible night indeed [10 December], our houses
like so many splitt vessells crash there supporters and burst
themselves in sunder through the very violence of these
descending firebrands. The Talbott, an house adjoyning to
the East gate flames outright; our hands are busied in
quenching this whilst the law of nature bids us leave and
seeke our owne security. Being thus distracted anothere
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Thunder-cracke invites our eyes to the most miserable
spectacle that spite could possibly present us with - two
houses in the Watergate streete skippes joynt from joynt and
cre~tes an e~rthquake, the maine posts josell each othere,
whilst the fnghtened casements fly for feare, in a word the
whole fabrick is a perfect chaos lively set forth in this
metamorphosis. The granmother, mother and three children
ar~ ~truck stark dead and buried in the ruins [of] this humble
ed1f1ce, a sepulcher well worth the enimyes remembrance ...
But for all this they are not satisfied, women and children
have n<?t. bl?od enough to quench their fury, and therefore
about m1dmght [10 December] they shoot seven more in
hope of greater execution, one of these light in an old man's
bedchamber, almost dead with age, and send him some few
dayes sooner to his grave then perhapps was given him ...
The next day six more breake in amongst us, one of which
persuade an old woman to beare the old man company to
heaven because the tymes were evil! [ 11]
As Byron feared and Brereton hoped, these night-time
mortar bom~~rdments, combined with growing shortages of food
anct. ammumt1on and the .general ~ollapse of the royalist position
nationally, sapped the will to resist. It seems that the citizens of
Chester and the_ civic l.eaders put p~essure on Byron and his garrison
to end t~e futile resistance. Senous negotiations for surrender
op~ned m January and although Byron by his own admission
deliberately st~lled in the hope of winning better terms for his men
and perhaps, even at this late stage, of obtaining outside relief, by
the end of the month he accepted the inevitability of defeat. Chester
was formally surrendered on 3 February 1646. In his subsequent
account of events, Byron expressed satisfaction that the terms
imposed. upon t~e civilians were, in his eyes, quite harsh, 'as ill as I
could wish, thelf folly as well as knavery deserving no better'.[12]
Although Chester's civil war ended in a reasonably orderly
surrender on terms, not by storm, the closing stages of the war had
se.en. terror, suffering, d~struction, bitterness and divisions spread
withm the beleaguered city. An account of the physical condition of
Chester after the war indicates that most of the extra-mural suburbs
and great houses which stood outside the walls had been largely
flattened and that within the city walls whole streets had been
d~stroyed or badly damaged - 'not a house from Eastgate to the
midle of Watergate street on both sides but received some hurt'[ 13]
- largely during the mortar bombardment of the last three months of
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the war. Byron claimed that he ordered elaborate precautions to
counter the threat from mortars, including the provision of tubs of
water, raw hides and a nightly watch, but even he admitted that
'these granadoes were very terrible to the people, causing great
spoil in that part of the town where they fell... the city for the most
part consisting of old wooden buildings'.[14] For Chester, as for
most towns and cities caught up in the conflict, the civil war must
have been a shattering experience. At least the city avoided any
direct or substantial involvement in the subsequent conflicts of 1648
and 1651, though a visitation of the plaque in 1647 was a terrible
enough finale to Chester's sufferings.
It was common for large towns and cities to play key role
in the civil war. It was also by no means uncommon for an urban
centre to hold out for months or years despite intense and sustained
enemy pressure - one thinks of Plymouth or Lyme Regis, Hull or
Pembroke. Generally, however, such towns were parliamentary
outposts in royalist areas, relieved and sustained by parliamentary
control of the navy and the open sea. It was unusual for the outpost
to be a royalist town under prolonged parliamentary attack ..
Although Chester was a port, and one with a great if largely
unrealised potential in the civil war as a landing place for royalist
reinforcements from Ireland, Chester's strength and relief did not
come by water. Chester's prolonged resistance can be explained by
a combination of the intermittent and temporary relief afforded by
the arrival of royalist armies, the natural and man-made defences of
the city, the resolution of the royalist governor and garrison and,
perhaps most important, the support and strength it drew from
royalist North Wales and the inability of the parliamentarians until
very late in the war either to break the royalist hold in that region or
effectively to sever the lines of communications between Chester
and North Wales. However, although long a thorn in parliament's
side, royalist Chester did not seriously disrupt parliamentary
operations within, or hold over, a wider region. The royalists in
Chester were on the defensive and were remarkably inactive. Unlike
the city of Gloucester at the other end of the Marches - a
parliamentary outpost in an area which was for a time
overwhelmingly royalist - Chester did not become a base for
wideranging and destructive raids and longer operations throughout
the region. However much Chester may have suffered, especially
during the closing stages of the siege, the county of Cheshire was
thereby spared the worst excesses of the civil war.
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THE ARMY AND THE EXECUTION
OF CHARLES I
by Peter Reid
In 1647, the New Model Army lacked any political voice
and remained both firmly in parliament's control and wholeheartedly loyal to its defeated sovereign. Yet two years later it
effected a political revolution, which was opposed by the majority
of both parliament and the country. Thus the army's entry into
politics must be explained as well as its alienation from Charles.
However, it is also necessary to consider the army's composition
and condition before 1647, and its effects on later political
manoeuvres.
During its first two years of existence, the New Model Army
grew into a force unique in its religious zeal. Great emphasis was
placed on the need for spiritual equality among believers, and this
led to a great feeling of egalitarianism within the army. Moreover,
this had direct results on the army's politicisation, not only
encouraging the rank-and-file to petition Fairfax over their material
conditions and later on to seek the political initiative, but also
encouraging the officers to respond favourably to the soldiers'
cause. The members of the army were also encouraged to wrestle
with the scriptures and to apply their own reason to them, and this
led them to the conclusion that they were blessed by God. They saw
themselves as underdogs - Cromwell himself referred to the
victorious army at Naseby as 'a company of poor, ignorant men'[l]
- and thus with their unbroken string of victories came a great selfconfidence. The political manifestation of this was the army's
ruthless actions, once convinced of Charles's treachery. Equally,
when combined with the army's egalitarianism, this also explains
the often obsessive desire for unity which strengthened its resolve
against parliament.
By the end of the war, and particularly once the Scots had
disbanded, almost the entire population, exhausted by the high
taxation which the army's existence necessitated, longed for its
disbandment and a return to normality. This unpopularity played
into the hands of the Presbyterian party. In February 1647, they
persuaded parliament to reduce the army's strength by three quarters
and send most of the infantry to Ireland, without satisfying the
army's arrears. The soldiery, however, although troubled by their
unpopularity, were not prepared to disband unless their security
was assured and their arrears paid; this was the least they felt they
deserved in recognition of their services to parliament. The issue of
safety was seen to be paramount since now the army's enemies
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were _gaining c_ontrol of parliament and the localities, all soldiers
seemmgly had JU St fears fqr their safety - some soldiers had in fact
already been prosecuted for 'crimes' that they had committed during
the war. Consequen_tly, the rank-and-file raised a petition which
~hey pr~sented to Fairfax on 26 March, in which they requested an
mdemmty, arre_a:s of pay, and an end to conscription.
The petition was couched in extremely loyal terms yet still
man.aged to provoke an inexplicably harsh respon~e from
parham~nt. Hol!e~ pr~vail~d upon the Commons to pass the
Declaration of Dishke, m which soldiers who continued to petition
were d~fined _as 'enemies of the state'.[2] What made the
D~claratlon so. mflammatory was the fact that the army's material
gneyances were so undeni~bly just, particularly as the Scots had
recei~ed_ full paym~~t of the1! arrears. Furthermore, by rejecting the
ar~y s !1ght to petition, parliament challenged one of the soldier's
basic, nghts as a citizen, an~ was thought to have slighted the
army s. honour, thus. l~avmg the army's grievances more
generalised and more difficult to redress. This feeling was all the
mo_r~ acute as parliament had already welcomed non-military
petitions from around the country.
.
Yet P<:1fliament took little heed of this and proceeded with its
active ca~pai~n to pro':1ote the Irish service and to divide the army
by offermg fmancial. mce_ntives to disband or to go to Ireland.
However, to th~ ~oldiery ~t appeared that parliament was acting
pure~y out of poitlcal considerations, since it accompanied this by
purgi_ng the London militia_ ~f Independents. Equally, the officers
appomted to lead the ~xpe~itlon to Ireland - Skippon and Massey _
had stron~ Presbytenan lmks. To the soldiery there were few
gre_ater cnmes,. and followin_g their instincts they turned to their
o[ficers for s':1pport, presenting two 'Apologies' to their officers
~ig.ned ~y s~xteen 'commissioners', soon to be known a~
agitators . T~is ~tru~k a chord with the officers, who had always
see~ the soldiers gn~vances as just and they were thus willing to
~ec.iproc~te t?e. soldiers' cal~s for unity, by inviting the sixteen
agitat?rs to JOm the Council of War (thus creating the General
C?u~cll of the Army). f!owever, Fairfax also checked the rank-and
-fll~ s power by balan~mg the <:::ouncil with an equal number of
off~ce!s fr~m. each regim~nt. This. gave the officers a permanent
maJonty withm the Council, and this was to prove crucial when the
officers defeated the Leveller threat in November 1647
Such actions .conclusively _demonstrated the lengths to which
the army would go m order to wm redress of its grievances, but it
was. not too late to quell. the flames of revolt. Consequently
parham~nt, buoyed up by City support, decided to offer most of the
concessions demanded in March and to press on with the
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disbandment. However~ this strategy once again came to grief,
since these concessions - which in any case were limited and partial
- were overshadowed by parliament's vote to allow the City to raise
cavalry. Consequently, when parliament issued the precipitate order
of disbandment in May, the army remained unconvinced of
parliament's sincerity and was thus unwilling to comply with it.
This order effectively ended the army's loyalty to parliament and left
it with a clear choice: either it could disband or it could fight back.
Once again, it was.the agitators who seized the initiative, the
officers remaining unconcerned while the soldiery were relatively
unaffected by Leveller propaganda. The most decisive step taken
was the seizure of the king on 2 June - his seizure though not his
removal by Joyce and his men probably approved by the officers and this was followed on the 5th by the general rendezvous at
Newmarket. The rendezvous proved to be an extremely intoxicating
experience of unity, and climaxed in the unanimous adoption of the
Solemn Engagement. It stated that the army 'would ... readily
disband' only when its grievances were met, and nine days later, in
the Representation of the Army, the army announced its entry into .
politics, declaring that they 'were called forth ... to the defence
of... our people's just rights'.[3] By implication, the army had
begun to claim to represent the people better than parliament, thus
precipitating a direct confrontation. Further, once the eleven
Members had been impeached and Fairfax had moved headquarters
closer to London, the Presbyterian coalition collapsed, and belatedly
began to seek a rapprochement with the army. The Declaration of
Dislike was at last repealed. This was followed by the withdrawal
of the eleven members on 26 June, and Fairfax's appointment as
Commander-in-Chief of all the forces in England on 16 July.
The agitators remained unpacified - they sought the release
of political prisoners such as Lilburne, the restoration of
Independents to the London militia and provisions to prevent the
eleven Members returning to the House - and they continued to
demand a march on London. However, this was too much for the
officers, who instead placed· their confidence in a negotiated
settlement, both with parliament and with Charles. Throughout the
spring of 1647, there were numerous reports of royalist sentiments
within the rank-and-file, even to the extent that, in Norfolk, soldiers
were heard to cry 'viva the king', one of many such examples.[4]
Evidence so persistent and widespread cannot be dismissed as
merely an attempt to blacken the army's name, and it seems certain
that there was in all ranks less resentment of the king than of the
parliamentary peace party. Consequently, the officers, believing
themselves justified by parliament's recent concessions and popular
opinion within the army, increased their moves towards a settlement

with Charles. These efforts began in the Reading Debates on 16
July, where Cromwell persuaded the agitators that army unity was
more important than occupying London, and articulated the officers'
fear of a breach of parliamentary privilege, warning 'that [which]
you have by force, I look upon it as nothing'.[5] However, the
agitators were left feeling that for the first time unity meant agreeing
with the grandees.
Nevertheless, the grandees continued by advancing the
Heads of the Proposals, which were both the most radical and the
most generous peace package ever offered to Charles. Indeed, some
progress was made, but before the talks could come to fruition, they
were interrupted by the counter-revolutionary violence which
gripped London on 22 July. The decision to return the London
militia to Independent hands inflamed Presbyterian opinion which
had already become disenchanted with parliament's failure to
achieve a Presbyterian settlement. A mob was prov.oked into
storming parliament, forcing it to return to its Presbyterian stance;
the minority of Independent MPs and peers fled to the army. These
developments vindicated the agitators' call for a march on London,
particularly once Charles had refused to condemn the assault on
parliament. Thinking that the Heads would still be on offer after
events had unfolded in London, the king's deluded sense of
optimism instead led him to tell the army's emissaries 'you cannot
be without me ... you will fall to ruin if I do not sustain you'.[6] His
eventual belated condemnation did little to restore his reputation
among the rank-and-file who, quite correctly, realised it only
occurred once he could gain no more from the situation in London.
Despite this setback, though, the army was able to defeat the
counter-revolution by occupying London, thus allowing the
Independents to return to both Houses and again forcing the eleven
Members to flee the capital. Yet this acquisition of power merely
multiplied the army's problems, the most serious of which was the
problem of radical infiltration. The Levellers, sensing the officers'
vulnerability in continuing to negotiate with the king, attempted to
use the army's proximity to London to infiltrate its ranks.
Moreover, in August, with the incorporation of all English forces
into Fairfax's command, there was a swelling of the army's
numbers which enabled many London radicals - most notably
Captain Bray and other so-called 'agents' - to enlist. with the
purpose of influencing the army's political agenda. They began in
October by savagely attacking the officers in The Case of the Army
Truly Stated. They claimed that the dissolution of parliament and the
social reform which awaited a political revolution was a more
satisfactory way of ending the army's unpopularity. Although the
manner in which the army repudiated the Levellers at Ware in
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November suggests that their support was shallow.~rooted, it.would
be wrong to under-estimate_ their significanc~ both in introducing the
concept ofa political revolution and:in gaining.a degree of support
in a·number. of regiments ,during autumn..-1647 ~-.- ~ ~· ·1· - ~ _ ~ _·• t
This Leveller success, and its .threat to, unity,· was·'what
necessitated the debates at Putney in October: ITlie origii:ial object 9f
the debate was to discuss this challenge, but the publicatipn'of:the
Agreement of the People, which made no provision for rrion~rchy,
the day before the Council met, .rather hijacked t~~:debates. ·F~rther,
by attacking-the agents on the issue of the fran~h1se - over w~1ch;h_e
was unlikely. to win. support,· since many.soldiers were deme~_ th~
right to vote:und~r the existing franchise-· Ireton ensured t~at:the
Council was· virtually won over to th.e Leveller way of:thmkmg:
Lieutenant-Colonel Goffe was even prompted to.ad~Jhat 'God has
not been with. us ·as formerly',[7] thus' first introducing ahe
suggestion that by ~eeking a restoration they ~ad abandoned·Go~'s
ways. Moreover, this forced Crom~ell 1 to admit th_at, tho~gh:he stlll
believ~d only1.parliament co1:1ld·dec1de wh~t ,was flt_ for ~he country;
if the destruction-of the king was God's:w1ll, then it could·be 1done
'
• - 1
j ~(~
,.
without
shame... •
.. - •
...,
:
.•
• 1 i
,_
• , • _
. Yet for Fairfax; who had' missed_ the~ debates through ill7
health,. and for his felJow grandees,_ the ~evellers had' alfeady
enjoyed too much ~uccess. Consequently, he resolved t~ ~eet the~
head on. Now back in the chair;. he was able to use h1s._influence
and the officer Il1afority in· th~ Council.to secure a:vote sending.the
agitators back to their regiments and ordering the army to three
separate renqezvous. By contr~st,the LeveOers, buoyed up by the
king's f.light on 15 November, instruct~d the whol~ .army to atten d
the rendezvous at,Ware instead.;However, paradoxic.aHy; Gharles s
flight aiso aided the re~toration;ofunity, since i~ ended.the'graf!d~es'
negotiations· 1wi.th,him, thus removing the mam. source of .ten_si<?n
within the army_; In the event,-the Levellers ma~aged:_merely to _w_m
ov~r .fo~r :regi_ments at ;Ware, and. even-this ·res_ist'!n~e·.wa_~rs~oi;i
ended - nof le_ast:by ,Fairfax _and·Cromwel_l 1 persc:m~lly'nppmg
Leveller colours ·from some .of the soldi~rs'. hats·;. -when. an
sevepteen1egim~ms .e~dorsed f~irfax:s.!?frrzon~tra~nce.: AJthough
thi~ 1 -restored~ army;-pmty, blami_ng_:diyisi~:m ~.O?ltQe:~agent~ ·and
reass~rting the loyalty.of the:army_ to·the,kmg,.it also,conta1.n~d a
strong Leve_l_ler-influence;~ theJ price paid ·by. the. g~andeesitO; ree~t~b_Iisl_1un_ity._1' ' ... , .i;J. 's·, :· .. :o'"~ ~ '(trr..: : ·l1 ;1;i-::-:;,i; 1·.1. :~ • ,, .·;1v:1
_ -,-,_._ . rn.·tp.~ p~riod·fqllo_~ing:the:r~i:.id~zvo~s, the ~~y ~as left-~o
contemplate a re~urn!tQ;fighting, fpllowmg1Charl~s s ·signmg ~f. the
Engagement .with the ~Sc_ots: op· 26. December:· Moreoyer; the Jarm y
began. ~o. •see furih~r, b~oods~~~_-as ~.mnece~sary~. ~ince God had
alre~dyjudged .ag(!1_nst the ,royahsts·m the first CI'{Jl· war. Charles
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was now not·only trying to overturn providence, but also invading
his own kingdom;- and it-was thus perceived that he had broken his
contract with his people~ There was a strong belief within the army
in natural law contractualism: Equally,"'now for the first time a
restoration•ofthe kingiseemed.also to meari the e~tablishment of
Presbyterianism, and•th'? en·d of~the army's·religious cause. Thus
this contemplation ledto discontent in the army which prompted the
officers into calling a prayer.meeting at Windsor. Initially, there was
no progress; but on the third·.day a breakthrough _was made w~en
Goffe n:ise ·and attributed all.the army's troubles Jo not followmg
God.·ThKaffected,everyone;and.hard ·on ·the: heels of emotional
catharsis came. consensus .. Without d_issent, they. agreed that they
would fight the :enemies. arrayed against them,''and _'would. call
Charles Stuart, that man 'of blood,.to account forthe blooo he had
• • ' .' . . 1·__,,,,_, .-· ... .J .. - _ .,. I __ . . .-. . . . _'! •
•/
sh e d .[8] "'-~
..
· Iil.the ~vent; the"'gpposition) foability.to coorqinate their
rising·s ens-ured ,that.the ·army incurred few.. problems .in itsarim_nph.
Yet, even.once the second:civil war-had-.been won, some officers.most nota!>ly.Fairfax and.~romwel_l themse!ves.-: w~re~not.yet _ready
to support political.revohltiori: Although Ge'ntles.has suggested.that
Cromwell remained in northern England during the closing months
of 1648 for purely military and techniCal reasons, the most plausible
explanation remains that he still had some scruples over the intended
revolution. The task of convincing these doubters fell to Ireton,
who more than any other officer threw himself behind the
revolution; and.set ab_out.forgirjg'an.alliance.between the.an'!l-y-, the'
Levellers and the republicans,'iri order to give ~t least.aidegree of
consenMo the politicalfevolution. ·'. .
;l :,_
. However, what was really to convert these_ re'rilaining
officers, 1 was~_parliarpent's .actions. subsequent :fo the ·war.~.'.fhe
crushing defeat that was inflicted on the 'royalists'..Jeftp-arliarpent
free ;to,dmpose. any •terms1.:-.on Charles, '~:Eluti- t6 1 the~ officers'
astonishment, -.parliament· instead emb_arked ·.on the. Treaty .of
Newport negotiations, and appeared ready to give in .to 'the author
of the late troubles'.[9] Ireton was.thus able'to.persuade:the-Cotincil
of Officers to adoptthe:Remonstrance,'since.if.seemed that political
revolution was now not only._backed··by ,providence; but. also
demanded by necessity: as the extinctio_n .of b~th the army and its
cause seemed imminent.. Consequently;'. when parliament, on 2
December, voted the king's answer to the_Newport Treaty to be an
acceptable basis for settlement, the officers crossed the politi~al
Rubicon by purging parliament. The trial and subsequent execution
of the kirrg was the logical successor to this, as the army acted to
safeguard the cause to which it had become attached in its formative
years.
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Therefore, we can see that the revolution was essentially
made by events, and that it was parliament's treatment of the army
which converted it into a revolutionary body. The Declaration of
Dislike opened a chasm of distrust, and had the effect of
generalising the army's demands. Moreover, parliament's order to
disband forced the army into positive action. Thus once the
Presbyterian coalition had collapsed and the counter-revolution been
defeated, the army was assured of political power. Yet, the ideology
which came to underpin the ~rmy's actions was very much a
product of its early years. Many of its actions were motivated by the
desire to protect both its religious cause and its unity. Religion was
also instrumental in imbuing within the army a self-confidence,
which, along with its egalitarianism, laid the foundations for its
revolt. The army's alienation from the king was, meanwhile, a
result of his actions. Having failed to negotiate in good faith, he
really antagonised the army by initiating the second conflict and
trying to overturn the judgement of heaven. This was exploited well
by the Levellers, who-introduced the concept of political revolution.
Yet it needed the Treaty of Newport negotiations finally to unite
even the unconvinced officers behind the revolution.
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TENSION BETWEEN THE RUMP
AND THE ARMY 1649-53,
AND CROMWELL'S EJECTION OF THE RUMP
by Lee Wood
The army was the instrument of origin and demise of the
Rump. In 1649 the army had been the catalyst for regicide but it had
not established a military dictatorship. Instead, army leaders
welcomed the Commonwealth and supported it against royalist,
Celtic and Leveller insurgents. In return the army hoped that the
government would embark on a series of reforms that would
provide justice and allow the regime to be based on a wider
foundation than just the army support. However, the conservative
element within the Rump, who feared power falling into the hands
of the army or sectarian radicals, were in consequence reluctant to
respond to the army's 'pressure' for reform. Furthermore, given
increased army influence within politics, financial weaknesses, the
allegations of corruption, and disagreement over social, religious
and foreign policies, there developed a growing estrangement
between the grandees and the government. Hence, it was this army
disillusionment by 1653 that led Cromwell forcibly to dissolve
parliament.
Increased army influence within politics embittered and
polarised Rump-army relations. Threats to the regime came from the
Levellers who were disappointed at the Rump's failure to accept the
Agreement of the People (1647), thus regarding the new
government as more tyrannical than Charles Stuart. Indeed Lilburne
was thoroughly disenchanted with the new regime, expressing
through England's New Chains Discovered how, 'the fair blossoms
. of hopeful liberty had ripened into bitter fruit'. Revolts at Ware,
London and Burford created anxiety for, as Trevelyan states, 'if the
army revolted the new state would fall'. The grandee crushing of
these disturbances made the regime stable, though more
importantly, increasingly dependent upon army support, thus
polarising Rump-army relations. These disturbances blocked the
pace of reform, with the dangers of a radical spectre further
increasing army dependence and influence within politics.
Popularity was also increased by Cromwell's, Ireton's and
Fairfax's crushing of the Irish, Scottish and English supporters of
Charles II, removing the military threats to the regime. However,
though revolts were defeated, MPs feared that the consequences
would bepower falling into the army's hands. Though this is true,
army influence and support was inevitable for, as Aylmer suggests,
'without the support of the army, the government's roots would be
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shattered'. Hence, it was essentially this lack o~ army ~upport for
the new regime that led Cromwell to dissolve parliament m ~653 ..
The· existence of a large army exacerbated fmancial
difficulties within the regime, further widening the division between
the government and the army. Worden believes that 'finance was the
Rump's greatest political liability, and was th~ u~solved pr?bl.em
which overshadowed Rump politics from begmm~g t~ end. Firth
has estimated that the Rump years saw an expans10~ m the a~my
from 47 ,000 to 70,000 as war .was undertaken agamst the I~1sh,
Scots and the Dutch. Certainly, this iss~e wc:s to create tensions
within the new regime. The Rump found itself i~ what appears to be
a perpetual dilemma, where the more unpopular it became, the m~re
it needed army support; the greater the size of the army, the 1!1ore ~ts
financial demands became inevitable, thus enhancmg its
unpopularity. Indeed, support was poor from ~o~don m~r~hants,
which reflected the lack of confidence in the regime~ durab1hty, a~d
by 1650, the Rump's deficit was over £700,000 which was. half its
annual income. Paul has even gone as far as to suggest that m 1652,
'the Commonwealth was in sad straits', citi~g how at the. end of a
ruinous civil war, it had become in~olved m an expensive naval
war, at the same time as the extraordmary means o~ revenu~, such
as the compositions of cavaliers and the sales of d~lmqu~nts la~ds,
church lands and royal property, 'were rapidly drymg ~p . Certamly
such tactics created tensions, annoying both royalist and ~r~y
leaders. The General Pardon and Oblivion Act (1652) exemJ?hf1e.d
discontents, as in the eyes of Desboroug~, Lambert and Rich, It
gave too little protect~o.n t.o defeated roy.ahsts and made too many
exemptions for conc1hation to be achieved. Clea~ly, the Rump
needed to win back support, though as Cromw~ll said, there mu~t
be no volition of the public faith for the Parliament and army s
honours' feeling that the Rump was allowing the army deliberately
to becodie unpopular so as to widen the basis of supp?rt fo! .the
government in order to disband the threat ~f the a~my s pohtical
power. However, in the wake of it~ perpetual meffe~tlveness to deal
with finance, it was the Rump's failu~e to s~c.u~e wider suppo~ th~t
hindered progress and further polarised d1vISions, culmmatmg m
Cromwell's dissolution of the Rump.
The belief amongst the army that the ~~mp was
predominately 'corrupt' generated tensions, further pol~1smg Rumparmy relations. Indeed many Rumpers. ~ade. profits out of the
administration and government, though it is gomg too ~a.r to ag~ee
with Yale that 'the Rump was an Oligarchy with ~o pos1t1ve policy
except that of self-interest.' Sir Arthu~ Hasleng .developed his
wealth through the ex-Bishop of Durhams estate~ Wildman became
a successful dealer in confiscated property, and Sn Henry Vane was
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amply pensioned on retiring from the treasureship of the navy.
Modern day historians have argued Yale's viewpoint, taking a more
sympathetic line on these allegations of corruption. Underdown has
defended the Rump on the grounds that 'the expectations demanded
of MPs were unrealistic and there is little evidence to suggest that
they put self-interest before that of the nation.' Aylmer suggests that
'many MPs came into office in the years 1645-9 and that this take
-over created the image of self-interest': he believes that 'officials
were deliberately paid higher salaries in the hope that they would not
recoup themselves at the expense of the public.' Certainly, one must
agree with such interpretations, and must too stress the importance
of Leveller, royalist and Presbyterian propaganda in emphasising
the self-interest of MPs; press coverage was only further to entrench
the belief of 'corruptness' within the regime and hence further
polarise divisions. Further, army grandees were soon contrasting
their experiences in Ireland and Scotland with those of the
politicians who had stayed at home. Perhaps the criticism arose
becauseit was felt that the Rump was not embarking on a reforming
programme and that self-interest dominated. The solution was
possibly to give office to God-fearing men who would fulfil the
needs of the nation before self. Paul suggests that 'the corruption
within the Rump rapidly brought Parliament into disrepute with the
army officials.' It was this disrepute that led to a growing
estrangement between the Rump and the army, thus forcing
Cromwell to dissolve Parliament in 1653.
The failure of the Rump to effect satisfying legal reforms
further alienated the army command. Law procedure was believed to
be too complicated and too slow, and lawyers were thought to be
more concerned with maintaining their vast profits than with
reforming procedure or laws. Levellers stressed the importance of a
codification and simplification of the laws, to return to England the
freedoms of the Saxon times, which had been initially broken by the
Normans and exacerbated by the House of Stuart. The Hale
Commission ( 1651) had represented the establishment of more
county courts and land registers in order that more cases could be
settled locally. Cromwell sought to 'reform the abuses of all
professions that makes many poor to make a few rich'. However,
divisions grew wider as lawyers who were MPs prevented
improvement and offered only limited reform: easing the debtors
law, and permitting the use of English instead of French and Latin.
Underdown has stressed the inadequate legal system, showing that
there were 44 lawyer MPs and believing that 'too many sessions
consisteoof less than 100 MPs, which allowed lawyers to block
reforms'. For example, only three bills on legal reform reached the
committee stage; most were forgotten. Woolrych believes that 'the
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Rump was too c~ncerned with its constitutional origins [an~] that
made it sensitive to lawyers' wishes.;.Law reform was. a gmde to
the extent of social reform and that many of its proposals [were]
blocked ... reflected the Rumper's view that 'normal' government
must be maintained.' In the discussion over law reforms, the Rump
was eventually obliged to decide between the lawyers on the one
hand, and the sectarian radicals on the other. It is not surprising they
chose the lawyers. Certainly, it was the Rump's procrastination to
implement satisfactory leg~ ref01;ms that .further polar:ised the ~ump
army dichotomy, compellmg Cromwell m 1653 forcibly to dissolve
parliament.
Tensions were also generated through the Rump's
unwillingness to respond to reforms sought by the army. Some of
the grandees wanted to achieve a just government and ~o~iety, based
upon the belief that the government sh?~ld be benefic~al to th~se
under their control. Monopolies, plurahties and excessive salanes
for public officials were to be controlled, cheating at market stopped
and scarce foodstuffs allocated equitably. The unemployed were to
be found work, better care was to be provided for those injured in
the civil war and for their widows and children. It was the Rump's
failure to solve such grievances that contributed to the army's
growing sense of active involvement withi_n politics, polarising t~eir
relationship with MPs, and hence becommg another factor behmd
the dissolution of April 1653. Rump inadequacies and army
discontent have been examined by Hirst, who shows how bills for
stopping deer poaching received greater priority than reform of the
poor laws. Indeed, Lockyer believ~s t~at this lack of legi~lative
reform 'raised fundamental questions . And Cromwell himself
showed his discontent, directing his anger at what seemed to be
efficiency without idealism, government without morality. He could
not believe that a great war had been fought and a monarchy
overthrown simply to give power to a handful of men who had
come to stand for nothing but themselves. At times it seemed as if
the Rump was deferring to gentry interests, and perhaps realising
that in the long term it would need the support of the gentry;
however, by doing so, it raised a f~nda~ental belief of dist~st
within the army, consequently losmg its support. Further, its
politics of consensus never really gained the sup~ort of the gentry
and limited attempts at reform upset the army. Given that the army
wanted more innovation, mixed with a hierarchical structure of
society, the Rump's procrastination became evidently more
apparent, thus further polarising the division, which by 1653 had
reached the point of no return.
The Anglo-Dutch war (1652) exacerbated tensions as army
generals were unsure of the Rump's objectives. War itself against

t~e Dutch was perfectly justifiable for some groups, like Harrison's
Fifth Monarchy Men. Conflicts over trade in the New World Africa
and the Indies, as well as disputes over territorial waters ge~eratcd
mut~al mistrust.. The Navigation Acts (1651) further 'developed
tensions. But while the war was popular with people like Maurice
1:'homson because of his shipbui~ding and military contacts, people
hke Cro!Ilwell lo?~ed on with concern. Though accepting
con;unercial competition, Cromwell believed that religion should be
a key element in the nation's foreign policy. Thurloe believed 'he
deplored the lamentable state of the Protestant cause whilst the war
continues', and Roots suggests that 'he was determined to end the
Dutch w~r as S?On as i~ was practicable to give foreign policy
a[n] ... Ant1-Spamsh tone. Cromwell became disenchanted with the
Rump as he disliked its aggressive nationalism and commercialism
seein~ it as a ~ivergence away from the main task of internal reform'.
Certamly, this would seem to accord with what Barnard has
im~lied, in that ~on:ie officers even suspected that the Rump was
dehberateJy _~.1:;1.ildmg up , the navy as a potential political
~ounterwe1ght tcHhat of the army, and that money earmarked for
mtemal reform was being misused in naval reform. Hence it was
this .elemen.t of suspicion created through the Rump's dire~tion of
forei~n pohcy that exacerbated the Rump-army dichotomy and so
contributed to Cromwell's actions in spring 1653 ..
The Rump's failure to solve the issue of a national church
settlement and to ensure Godly reformation added to the tension
between MPs and army grandees. Baptists favoured the abolition of
a national church supported by tithes; the Independents within the
army s?ught a par~iamentary framework of organisation for the
protection of a n.at1onal church. Under this guidance, individual
~ects would be give~ toleration, provided their dogma was in the
mterests of P!otest3:11t.ism and w~uld not endanger the security of the
st~te .or provide reh.gious or social unrest. However, through doing
this, it seemed th.at mst~a~ of attempting comprehension, the Rump
would be acceptmg rehg1ous disorder. In 1650 it had repealed the
!3lizabethan law compelling attendance at church, and not only did
it~ ~la~phe~y and Adultery Acts seem incapable of establishing
d1sciplme with tolerance, but they also created tensions as army
generals feared 'unacc.eptable' sects! like Catholics, Episcopalians,
Ranters and Anabaptists re-emergmg; fears were raised in 1649
~hen o~ly the Spe~ke(s vote had stopped the Rump from
mtrod~cmg. Pres~ytenamsm as England's religion. Moreover, the
Rump s Ia1lure m 1653 to renew the Commissions for the
Propagation of the Gospel in Wales and the North further embittered
Rump-army relati?ns. Such reluctance to spread religious faith upset
generals, who beheved that their victories in Ireland, Scotland and
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England were due to God's will. Cromwell and Harris~:m's Fifth
Monarchy Men began to lose faith in the government and its lack of
desire to commit itself to religious reform and effect a Godly
reformation. Indeed, as Barnard suggests, 'Cromwell was now
thrown decisively against the Rump.'
In 1653 army disillusionment came to a head w_hen
Cromwell forcibly removed the Rump. A n~mbe~ of explanati.ons
are feasible as to why Cromwell undertook this action. It 1s possible
that the members of the Rump were thinking of recruiting new MPs
rather than new elections. The fact that Haslerig was in charge of the
bill suggested to Woolrych that 'the bill would have been
unacceptable to the army'. It co~ld well have b~en pa~t. of
parliament's wider scheme of purgmg the army of its _political
leaders and preventing all serving officers from beco~mg M~s.
Another explanation is that the Rump sought new elect10ns which
the army refused to accept. Word~n believes that 'the new MPs
would not be susceptible to the wishes of the army, and that the
soldiers suspected that the Rump would allo~ a Parh_ament to co~e
into existence which would probably start d1smantlmg what gams
the revolution had so far achieved.' Moreover, what the bill did was
to open up wider questions about the years 1649-53. Clearly, many
of the army leaders had grown discontented with the Rump and
were beginning to consider whether the government was to be
permanent or temporary. La~bert want~d to base a regime on
civilian gentry support, Harnson on Fifth Monarchy fervour.
Cromwell himself was undecided until the last moment over the
possibility of using force to remove what he saw as a legitimate
government. Possibly, he came to appreciate that after four years of
Rump rule very little had been achi~ved, but what was equally
important was a belief th~t there was h~tle chanc~ of future refo~s
if the Rump continued. Given the army s perspective .t~at the reg1~e
had achieved little, this may have been the decmve factor m
overturning a regime that they saw becoming an oligarchy.
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OLIVER CROMWELL, ENGLISHMAN AND
WELSHMAN: HIS IMAGE AMONG HIS
CONTEMPORARIES
by Stephen K. Roberts
Surely no single ruler of Britain had ever been_ as
scrutinised, vilified or publicly weighed in the balance as Ohver
Cromwell during the period of his Protectorship? His inauguration
as Lord Protector in December 1653, coming as it did after eleven
years of civil wars, the execution of King Charles I, the radicals'
elation at the Commonwealth and their swift disappointment; the
bitterness of royalists and the sourness of frustrated Presbyterians;
not to mention legacies of hatred and resentment in Ireland and
Scotland, was bound to find critics aplenty. The question of the
very legitimacy of the Protectorate was a live one for so 1!1any
alienated individuals and political groupings: for angry republicans
as well as for monarchists. In the printing presses of London there
was a ready outlet for their spleen. The 1640s and 1650s were the
first age of newspapers, and even taking into account the
government clampdowns on works of what were judged to be a
blasphemous or seditious character, this was a period of remarkable
literary, journalistic and polemical freedom. Because of these
disputes about legitimacy and because of the busy presses ready ~o
print a variety of opinions, the reputation of Cromwell was from his
first elevation as a public figure during the mid-1640s much
discussed. For Andrew Marvell, of course, and for many radicals
between 1648 and 1653 he was 'our chief of men'; for many of
those same radicals after 1653 he was a perfidious turncoat whose
apostasy from true republicanism sprang from his boundless
personal ambition. These themes in interpretations of Cromwell's
life have been well covered in the dozens of biographies of the Lord
Protector and collections of scholarly essays. In this paper I should
like to focus not on Oliver's personal reputation, but on the public
image of the man and the office of Protector, looking particularly at
Cromwell's embodiment of Britishness. To what extent was Oliver
Cromwell, through a projected image of his office, able to 'cast the
kingdoms old into another mould', to use Marvell's celebrated
phrase?
.
.
. .
The inauguration of the Protectorate mvolved a maJor shift m
the concept and image of the government of the British kingdoms.
Some truths about this may be uncovered by comparing the Great
Seal of the Protectorate with that of the Commonwealth it had
replaced. The second Great Seal of the Coi:nmonwe_al!h (1_649-1~53)
showed on one side the Members of Parliament s1ttmg m session,
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with the Speaker at one end. It is an illustration reminiscent of the
title page of Thomas Hobbes's Leviathan, with its pictorial image of
the sovereign being literally composed of the persons of the
commonwealth. Around it in English the legend, 'In the Third Year
of Freedome by Gods Blessing Restored'. On tile reverse was a
cartographic representation of England, Wales and Ireland. The
Great Seal of the Protector, by contrast, reverted to an older model.
On one side, Oliver was shown on horseback, in classic military
pose. The arms of the Commonwealth were relegated to a small
cartouche. In the background was a scene of London, and around,
the legend in Latin, 'Protector Olivarius, Dei Gratia, reipublicae
Angliae, Scotiae et Hiberniae'. On the other side, the arms of the
Protector's family, a lion rampant, inserted into St George, the Irish
harp and the Scottish saltire. The Scottish version of the Protectoral
Great Seal was based very directly on that of Charles I, but with
significant differences. The image of Oliver on horseback was
identical to the English version, and showed a stately warhorse.
Charles I's seal had shown a more ebullient, galloping monarch in
full armour. Making the point that the government in Scotland was
based on conquest, a scene of the battle of Dunbar replaced a view
of Edinburgh on the royal seal. It was hardly surprising that many
contemporaries saw the Protectorate as a real step backwards
towards monarchy. The divergencies between the Scottish and
English seals showed also that experiences of being subject to the
Protectorate differed in the British Isles.
Before looking at what being British meant in the midseventeenth century, we need to remind ourselves of a few salient
features of Cromwell's life and career. We have no time here to
rehearse the biographical facts, but can identify a number of the
more striking aspects of his story. The first would be his modest
country gentry background in the East Anglian Fens and his need to
earn a living, as an agent for the dean and chapter of Ely cathedral,
in the administration of the tithes due to them. Cromwell began his
adult life struggling economically and began it as a man beholden to
a Church of England which he found increasingly unsympathetic.
As far as we know, in those early years of his life Cromwell
travelled no further than London. Not for him the period of service
in continental armies which was common enough vocation for men
of his modest background. Although he began his parliamentary
career in 1628 at the age of 29, we need to bear in mind that he
made very little impact then in the House of Commons. As that
parliament was dissolved angrily by Charles I in 1629, his first
appearance in national public life was brief, until the summoning of
the Short Parliament of 1640. Even then Cromwell was not among
the famous Five Members sought by the king in January 1642. He

won ~is. reputation as a soldier, not in the early set-piece battles of
the civtl war, but from 1643 as an organiser and discipliner.
Cromwell was in his mid-40s before he was in any sense famous.
Cromwell's reputation as a great soldier is all the more impressive in
view of his complete lack of military experience before 1642: both
P?litical activism at Westminster and soldierly prowess came late to
him.
Cromwell's relations with the multiple kingdoms of the
British Isles was, as I have hinted, an important theme in his career
from 1649, when Charles I was executed and the Commonwealth
establis~ed, until his deat~ while Lord Protector on 3 September
1658. His predecessor as smgle ruler, Charles I, had been King of
Scotland by reason of the union of the crowns of England and
Scotland in the person of his father, James I and VI. Charles had
~een ~ing of Ireland, too, though with rather less authority. The
title Kmg ?f Ireland had been claimed by Henry VID from 1541,
~nd was s~mply an expression of his determination that English
m~u.ence m Ireland should not be confined to a colonial regime
withm the Pale, along the east coast. When Irish Catholics rose in
1641 _and slaughtered Protestant 'planters' who had from the reign
of Eh_zabeth taken land in Ireland in increasing numbers, it was
perceived as a revolt against the English Crown. Cromwell's
person~l role in th~ relationships between the kingdoms was to
persomfy the coercive power of the English state. In Ireland the
Catholic natives were subdued in 1649 with repressive force. After
Ireland was pacified, Cromwell's personal attention was directed to
Scotland. There after a campaign culminating in the rout of the Scots
army at.Worcester in ~eptember 1651, a military government of
occupation was established. The outcome was a closer kind of
union between the kingdoms, prefiguring the eventual Union of
1707. The force behind these changes contributes much to the
ambivalence which so many have detected running through
Marvell's discussion of 'casting the kingdoms old' in the 'Horatian
Ode'.
Despite these dramatic doings in the kingdoms of the British
Isles, C~o.mwell was only well-travelled in a very specific sense. He
never visited Scotland, Ireland or Wales except on what in another
age would have been called active military service; never travelled
outside the British Isles at all, and after the battle of Worcester in
1651 until his death in 1658 seems not to have left London or its
immediate environs. In this regard Cromwell was infinitely less
cosmopolitan than Charles I, lacking also the latter's access to and
apprecia~n _of the fine things of the f!rincely courts of Europe. And
yet even if his travels were accompamed by violence, he did at least
visit places in the British Isles beyond the Home Counties, often
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covering huge distances in short periods. On tile basis of counting
miles travelled, Cromwell had seen more of his territories than
probably any Tudor or Stuart monarch. The cardinal features of
Cromwell's career to bear in mind in our discussio11 would therefore
be his Englishness and provincialism; his late entry to elevated
public life; his lack of a professional army background; and the
robust approach, based on his personal experience, that he brought
to bear on the problem of multiple British kingdoms.
All of these features have contributed to the pleasing
sobriquet 'God's Englishman' which was bestowed on Cromwell
by Christopher Hill in his 1970 biography of that title, and is now
given universal cultural validity as the title of a W.H. Smith
Exclusive video about Oliver. It is pleasing not least because it
sounds contemporary with Cromwell's own time. But more than
that, it identifies aspects of Cromwell's life with adjectives for one
image of Englishness: provincial, effective but amateur (not
amateurish); reluctantly political; unintellectual; common-sense.
(Christopher Hill identifies other virtues, perhaps less enduring in
the English character: honesty, sobriety, godliness.) The real merits
of the phrase lie, of course, in its encapsulating the truth of
contemporary perceptions, especially Cromwell's own. 'We are
English, that is one good fact', the Lord Protector declared to his
second parliament, in 1656. 'You have accounted yourselves happy
on being environed with a great ditch from all the world besides', he
asserted, again to parliament, in 1658. Cromwell's vision of the
destiny of the English people derived from his own sense of
religious assurance and from the providence of a run of spectacular
military victories. It was hardly surprising that in the high days of
radicalism in the early 1650s, he should see himself as a Moses
figure, leading the nation metaphorically to a Promised Land. With
the disappointments and frustrated radicalism of the Nominated
Assembly and the establishment of the Protectorate to achieve
through strength what could not be achieved by godly zeal alone,
Cromwell's perceptions altered. After 1654 his thoughts, as
revealed in his public utterances, suggest a separation in his mind
between God's people and the English people, where previously
they had been synonymous.
In Cromwell's last years, he seems not inclined to challenge
the pulpit assertions of orthodox puritan preachers like Richard
Baxter and John Owen that the people of God were in fact a
'remnant', a separated people. The language and concept of the
remnant came from the Old Testament, and when preachers used the
phrase on public occasions, when assizes were opened or when a
sitting of parliament was begun they had in mind the godly, the
peaceable or sometimes those who were members of gathered or
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Ind~pendent churches .. The idea that God's people were a specific
section o[ the commumty was easier to sustain in the circumstances
of th~ rrnd to late 1650s than a general identification between the
Ei:tgl~sh people. ~nd the people of God. Not only were divisions
with1~ the pol~tt.cal nation running deep, but the pulpits were
occup1~d by mmisters who felt that they had received inadequate
protect10_n by the government from the disruptions and persecutions
of sectaries.
The noti?n of the Ei:ig~ish as being ~specially singled out by
God for great thmgs was difficult to sustam when domestic affairs
wer~ consi~ered. It .was less open to challenge when applied to
foreign ~ffairs. In t?is field, th~ bu!lding up of the navy, the peace
made with England s commercial nval but Protestant co-religionist
state, the Dutch, the treaty with the Protestant Swedes the
subsequent war with the Catholic Spanish, whom Oliver considered
the 'natural enemy' of the English, and the attempts to establish
England as a colonising power to displace Spain in the West Indies
can all be ~een as a Grand Design. There were inconsistencies such
as ~he peace made with the French and the treaty with Portugal, in
which trade seemed to t~e precedence over religion, but the rhetoric
of England as a crusadmg, vanguard, godly Protestant nation held
good and worked well.
. In. ~II this, what .of Britishness? Was this a peculiarly
English VlSlon? John Momll believes that Cromwell had no sense of
a British elect nation. In order to address this, we need first to be
clear what. was _m~ant by British in the seventeenth century. The
phrase Great Bntam was first employed in the Union of the crowns
un~er James I, when. it was u~ed to describe the unity of two equal
nat10ns under one _kmg. In this context the phrase was little more
than_ a legal flounsh. It was not used routinely to describe any
particular place. More commonly, the word British was used to
mean the ancient British, or appertaining to the ancient Britons, who
we~e taken to be the longest settled inhabitants of these islands. This
antiquarian usage of British was in fact the most common one·
rarely was. t~e word used to describe the present, and then only i~
very spec1f1c contexts. The word British could be used more
particularly as a synonym for Welsh, and the logic for this derived
from the belief that the Welsh were the nearest descendants of the
ancient Bri.tons. Here the w?rd was likely to be used jocularly or
archly, typically by an. Enghsh person to describe some puzzling
aspect of Welsh behaviour: 'Pray you bear a little with our British
zeal', wrote the .English major-general James Berry to Secretary
John ThUrloe m 1655 when he was investigating an antiCromwellian outburst from a group of fiery Welsh preachers.
Generally, the adjective British had a wider currency than
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the noun Britain. On the Great Seal of the Comrn()nwealth of 1651,
which we discussed earlier, appeared a map ofEng\and, Wales and
Ireland: Scotland was omitted as it was still regarded as a separate
state. On it, the English Channel was represented as 'The British
Sea'. When an army was assembled to be shipped to Ireland in
order to put down the insurrection there in 1649, it was referred to
by parliament as the British army, the word being used there to
avoid any connotation of its being a colonial or invading army of
occupation. The Welsh were sometimes (usually in literary or
antiquarian contexts) the British, but Wales was never Britain.
Given the ambiguities of what to be British meant in the
period, it· is therefore hardly surprising that Cromwell or his
contemporaries could not develop a sense of destiny for the British.
The concept had hardly been invented. 'Britain' in our everyday
modern sense scarcely existed in the seventeenth century. It is like
another modem concept which we take for granted, that of 'local
government', which Cromwell's contemporaries managed to do
without: and I am not referring only to the phrase, but to what we
understand by the phrase. And yet, despite the pleasing title of
'God's Englishman', the provincial English upbringing, the easily
satisfied appetite for travel, the glorying in the isolation of this
country from the rest of Europe and the ambiguities of Britishness,
it would be reductive to make Cromwell a little Englander or to pin
him down to a narrow, 'middle-class', Grantham-like background.
For a significant dimension in Cromwell's life and outlook was his
identity, privately and publicly, with things Welsh.
It could be said to be merely an accident of history that
Cromwell's name was not Williams. By the usual rules of English
surnames Oliver should have been the Lord Protector Williams.
Oliver's great-grandfather, Richard Williams, changed his name to
Cromwell to emphasise his family links with Henry VIII's chief
minister, Thomas Cromwell. Richard's mother was before her
marriage to Morgan Williams, Katherine Cromwell, and was sister
to the famous Thomas. Morgan Williams, Oliver's great-greatgrandfather, had been brought up in London. It was the namechanging Richard Cromwell, Oliver's great-grandfather, who had
acquired an estate at Hinchinbrooke in Huntingdonshire and had
established the family with its new name in East Anglia. At one
level, this information is little more than an illustration of the
arbitrariness of family history and conventions abollt names. It has
been pointed out that in Wales where surnames had not settled down
as in England, and where patronymic names, in which the first
name of the father would commonly form, the sece>nd name of the
children, were common, Richard Williams's name change would
hardly seem odd. In fact the family continued to be known as
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Cromwell alias Willia~~ until around 1600, and a branch of it
prudently reverted to Williams after the disgrace which fell upon the
na~e Cr?mwell after the Rest~ration. But in tracing the image
wh1c~ Ohv~r Cromwell had of himself and which was projected in
p_ub~t? durmg the Protectorate period the Welsh connection is
s1gmf1cant.
.
When in the 16~0s the ~eralds were compiling for official
i~onow~phy an appropnate pedigree for Oliver Cromwell, it was to
his Wiiliams ancestors t~ey turned for material. The Welsh gentry
were re~ow~ed g~nealog1sts; any culture which practises gavelkind
or. partible mhentance, by which estates were divided among
chtldren !ather t1?an passed on to one son, are always likely to have
a vested mterest m accurate family trees. There would probably have
been more genealogica! information on Cromwell's Welsh ancestors
than on others, and m any case the connection with Thomas
Cromwell was. at best of d~bious value for those trying to create a
modest myth. At any rate 1t was the glories of names that can be
rolled around the mout~, like ~owell ap Madoc, Madoc ap
Meredydd, and Gwrgam ap Gw1festan ap Gwaith Foed that
Cromwell chose to commemorate. On his private seal the 'most
personal of the sources of authority open to the Protector' it was the
Welsh arms in his.family background that were shown. '
Another view of Cromwell's image of himself can perhaps
be glea~ed from !he pageantry of his funeral in 1658. Pageantry is
not an mappropnate w~r~ here. T~e burial of Cromwell's corpse
was probably undertaken virtually without ceremony in Westminster
Abbey, perhaps as early as the day after Oliver's death on 3
September. The_funeral, minus the body, and.with an effigy as the
focus of ~he ~ctl?n, was a grand affair, involving a lying-in-state
and culmmatmg m ~n elaborate procession through London on 23
November: ~he ~fftgy was a wooden construction, designed to
appear realistic, with a wax face. There may indeed have been more
than one of these. We have an account of the pennants, banners,
escutcheons and other. flags and emblems accompanying the hearse
and monster proces_s10n as they progressed slowly through the
London streets. The _ima~es are re~ealing. The standard of England
natural~y was ~uch m evidence, with Oliver's motto, Pax Quaeritur
Bello, Peace 1s ~ought through War', accompanying. The great
banner of the Umon (be tween S~otland and England in 1603), the
great banner of the States arms (mcorporating the arms of England
Scotland and Ireland), the standard of the red dragon and the great
banner of Ireland were _near at hand. Separate standards for Ireland
and ScotTiind w~re on yiew, the one for Ireland with the panglossian
motto, Concordia nutnt ~morem, 'Agreement nourishes Love'. The
lesser banner rolls, which presumably must have provided the
1
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background decoration for the great banners of state, were made up
of arms from Cromwell's family, and here the Welsh arms of
Cynfrig Sais, Ynyr, King of G~entland, Iestyn, Kemys and Button
flew alongside those of Bourch1er, Warren and Steward. I? de~th as
in life, Welsh iconography surrounded the most personal identity of
the Protector.
· · f'
One can hardly prove Cromwell had a s1gm 1cant
involvement in Welshness through his taste in· heraldry and the
funeral arrangements that were made for him, however. We need to
return to the politics and people of the Interregnum to make other
connections between Cromwell and Wales. A number ?f key figur~s
surrounding Cromwell were Welsh or had ~elsh mt~rests. His
chaplains Peter Sterry and John Owen co~e first to mmd. St~rry
was a Cambridge platonist, one sympathetic to the more my_stlc~l
varieties of Protestant theology. He was an enthus1'1;st~c
correspondent of Morgan Llwyd, the principal Pro!e.stant mystic m
Wales who· was in turn influenced by the wntrngs o~ Jacob
Boehdie. Llwyd was the major writer in Wales durmg the
Interregnum publishing a number of Welsh language books and
works in E~glish, and Sterry may have introduc.ed Llwyd to
Boehme's work. Certainly their correspondence durmg the 165~s
was warm and intellectually creative. Cromwell's. other c~apla~n
was John Owen. He was Cromwell's chaplain on his campaigns m
Ireland and Scotland in 1649 and 1650, and was close .to the
Protector subsequently. Owen was chosen on se~eral occasions to
preach before parliament, and from 1652 was vice-chancellor of
Oxford University. He was a classi~ ex~mple of a ~ondon
Welshman, brought up in England but with a ftrm sense of his roots
as being in Wales. His public sermons d~elt on a. concern for the
church in Wales and on the need for .a d1spen~at.1on of resources
towards that neglected region, to provide the mimsters needed for
effective proselytising.
Beyond the preachers patronised by Oliver Cro~well, there
were others in his entourage who were sympathettc to Welsh
interests. The comptroller of his household, a man w~~se career
was wholly ·bound up with his master's, was Ph1hp J~me~,
originally of Llan~yfelac~ near Swansea, w~o. came to Ohve~ s
attention during his quellmg of the second c1v1I war of 1648 m
Wales. Jones has been described as the 'virtual ruler' of ~outh
Wales during the 1650s, and he c?mbined i~mense po~er m the
region with service as a Cromwellian trusty m the councll of ~tate
and in the Protector's household. Jones was elevate~ to the revived
House of Lords or Other House in 1658, and was b.1tterly attacke~
in print as a creature of Oliver's. As well as managm~ Cromwell. s
household in London, Jones was steward to the extensive estates m
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Wales that his master had acquired from the royalist Marquis of
Worcester's forfeited estates, by grant of parliament. These grants,
which included the seignory of Gower and large tracts of land in
Monmouthshire, gave Cromwell a status as a Welsh landowner to
match his pedigree, although it is interesting that he never visited his
new estates in person after 1650.
So Welshness was an aspect of Cromwell's life constructed
from the reworking by heralds of his ancestry and from the
company he kept. Land grants in Wales further cemented the
connection. Within the household there were even more personal
ties. His family had a Welsh representative in his brother-in-law,
Colonel John Jones, another London Welshman, but with very
active family and business interests west of Offa's Dyke. Jones
married Oliver's sister, Katherine. Against this background,
Cromwell's declared concern for the Welsh, and specifically his
concern for the state of Welsh souls, is not surprising. Cromwell
gave his personal and enthusiastic backing for a scheme of 1650
which involved the redeployment of confiscated tithes in Wales, and
when the scheme fizzled out in 1653 because of lukewarm support
from MPs and venomous hostility from Anglican clergymen, Oliver
intervened to allow the scheme to continue on his personal
authority. In his speeches to parliament, Cromwell evinced nothing
but compassion, sympathy and genuine concern for the plight of the
Welsh. The same could not be said for his view of the Scots, let
alone the Irish.
I have implied that Wales was given the most favoured
nation status by Cromwell's English government. But what was
Wales? (Gwyn A. Williams has in a brilliant overview posed the
question another way: When Was Wales?) Wales was missing from
the Latin inscription on the Great Seal. There was no kingdom of
Wales. What the Tudors had done was to shire Wales into Englishstyle counties and to extend some features of the medieval
Principality of Wales, territorially a much smaller area than the
Wales we know today, over the new principality they created. They
ironed out some legal anomalies. English and not Welsh law now
prevailed everywhere, and the legal status of the Welsh language
was removed. They introduced some new anomalies of their own:
Monmouthshire, a new county not in the principality nor a former
marcher lordship, was one, and the jurisdiction by the Council in
the Marches of Wales over an area as far east as Evesham, another.
But Wales as a state disappeared for good into the generalities of its
description as 'principality and dominion.' During the Interregnum,
when all things princely or kingly were taboo in public language, it
was a dominion only.
Wales was a stateless nation from the Tudor statutes
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onwards, and it is easy to demonstrate that the standing of the
Welsh people in English eyes was as diminished as their
nationhood. The English parody of the Welshman as impoverished,
unwashed, obsessed with ancestry and the status of gentility, still
measuring wealth by the· numbers of cattle in store, dangerously
dependent on a diet of leeks and dairy products and flatulent as a
result, stretched from its most famous invocation in Shakespeare's
Henry V to the ballads and gutter press outpourings of the civil war.
From the appearance of Welsh footsoldiers at the battle of Edgehill
in 1642 onwards the Welsh were derided as a lousy rabble, and
were of course not the only victims of English xenophobia.
Historians-have, however, tended to emphasise this contemporary
image of the Welsh at the expense of other, more subtle perceptions.
The functions of Wales, or the idea of Wales in the English state
were multi-layered. One important dimension was Wales as the
locus of the prophesyings and rediscoveries of prophecies, which
were current in the 1650s as they had been earlier. These may be
divided into three main areas. One was the Arthurian legend, in
which Wales provided England with a myth of regal continuity. Put
simply, this was the idea that the Tudors fulfilled Arthurian
prophecies, that kings of England would rise from the west or
Wales. This myth was backpedalled in the years when the monarch
spoke with a Scots accent, for obvious reasons, but in the last years
of Oliver Cromwell, it was revived again:· books entitled British and
Outlandish Prophecies (1658) and Prophwydoliaethau Myrddin
('Merlin's prophecies') rebuilt the links between the increasingly
monarchical Cromwell and the range of antiquarian and literary
reference that kings could normally trade upon. A.second area of
myth was that surrounding the church. Here the function of Wales
was again to provide legitimacy for forced change. In the published
works of Morgan Llwyd during the 1650s, the authority of the
church was derived not from Rome but from British - in the
seventeenth century sense - roots: 'This was the island that accepted
the gospel first in the time of Lies, son of Coel. Here, some say,
Helen was born, and her son, Constantine ... Britons have stood
until death for the true faith.' In this interpretation of church history,
the gospel was brought to Britain by Joseph of Arimathea. A third
myth rooted in readings of Welsh history was that of Madoc, the
supposed Welsh discoverer of America. Like the church history
myth, the Madoc myth flourished most powerfully in the Tudor
period, but never went completely away subsequently. The Madoc
myth performed the same function for the Tudor imperial impulse
that the Joseph of Arimathea myth did for the Protestant church
militant under Elizabeth. The claims of the Welsh prince, Madoc, to
the Americas, supposedly made in 1170, justified the actions of

What Wales and Welsh imagery provided Oliver Cromwell was a
more rounded sense of identity. An identification with things Welsh
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Elizabethan privateers against the Spanish. The historian of Madoc
has shown how the story died down a little in the seventeenth
century, but was revivified in books by James Howell between
1645 and 1655.
Cromwellian Wales was in literary and cultural terms
theretore, very much i_n a Celtic twilight. The three myths I hav~
ment.Ion~d all had a mam function of providing legitimacy to English
state action. Arthur help~d explain the Dynasty of the Tudors and of
Crom~ell; Joseph <?f Anmathea accounted for the rupture with the
Cathohc chqrch which accompanied the setting up of the Church of
Engl~d; Ma.doc helped justify English overseas imperialism. In the
practic.al world of ~ublic affairs, the function of Wales. was not so
very diffe~ent. Du~i~g the Commonwealth period Wales was the
only place m the Bntish Isles where a practicable alternative to tithes
as a syste~ of f~nding the c~urch was tried out with any success.
The expenment mvolved poolmg the resources of tithes and funding
~ cadre of itineran! prea~hers. Its opponents repeatedly denounced it
m _Pamphlets published m London as a trial run for something to be
foisted on the unwitting English tithe owners. To the extent that the
fortunes of the. ~xperiment were ~ol!9wed with interest by
Cro~well, the. cntics were. probably nght. Again an episode of a
see~ng pecuh~ly Welsh .mterest .tumed out to be arguably of an
Engh.sh dy_namic. Associated with the church administration
expen~ent m Wales was a .10.ng-runmng saga of allegations of fraud
and mismanag~n;ient: A ffilm-genre of reports of scandal in Wales
m~de the dommion m the 1650s a by-word for what in 1995 we
mi~h.t. call 'slea~~·, and co~tri~uted significantly to changing
def~mtions of pohtical corruption m England cJuring the period. In a
vanety ~f respects, therefore, Wales was an anomalous annexe to
the English .state, which could provide material for, or a trial ground
for, contentious developments in England.
As so ofte_n in discussing this period, the verdict of Andrew
Marvell on the death of Cromwell sums things up:
Since him away the dismal tempest rent,
Who once more joined us to the continent;
Who planted England on the Flandric shore,
And stretched our frontier to the Indian ore;
Whose greater truths obscure the fables old
Whether of British saints or Worthies told· '
And in a valour lessening Arthur's deeds '
F2r holiness the Confessor exceeds.
'

ave Cromwell a more rounded public image than. his ow~
fmmediate life story and b~ckground could sus~am. Gods
E glishman he may have been m effect, but h~ an.d his ent~:mrage
~ferred the more comprehensive vision of Ohver ~ E~ghshman
~nd Welshman. It was in fact the ~earest plausible image of
Britishness that was available at the time. The fact that Englandd
under the direction of Lord General Cromwell, had conquere
Scotland and Ireland by force prevented any development of th.e
notion that protectors, like king_s, we~~ nursmg f~th~rs to all thetr
people. The historic definition of Bn~ishness, with its back~ardf
looking, romantic associations helped give the Pro~ectorate a.~~d o
legitimacy. Jn Cromwell's ancestry lay th~ conven~ent matena or a
working-up of these elements, and at the time of his death at the age
of fifty-nine the outline of a new Henry Tud.o~ my~h had. app.ear~d
before the reading public. The Welsh or Bnt1sh dimension 1.n t e
Lord Protector's private and public image was ~ever dom~na~t,
never strident. It seemed to match well the comp~ex1on of pubhc hf~
in the three _ or four - nations: the tune was Enghsh, the backgroun
· wi'th
a Celtic undertone · For ·the preachers
of dthe
h armomes
.
·
t
Protectorate Cromwell was the godly Chief Magistrate, an ~
himself he ~as the 'poor constable of the parish, set to ke~p order .
To his enemies, 'A Protector, wha~'s that? 'T~s a stately thmg, That
confesseth itself but the ape of a kmg; a ~rag1ca.ll Caesar acted, by a
Clowne; Or a brass farthing stamp'd with ~ k1~d of.a crown. To
s using of course the ambiguous gift of hmds1ght, it ~ay appear
~h~t Oliver Cromwell was the first head of state whose image was
crafted to match the British identity.
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THE FAILURE OF THE 'GOOD OLD CAUSE'
by Graham E. Seel
The collapse of the Interregnum was by any standards
spectacular. At the time of his death on 3 ·September 1658 it
appeared as though Oliver Cromwell had fashioned a republic that
was internationally accepted. 'Abroad a King he seems and
something more,' wrote Andrew Marvell. On a smaller scale the
'crisis of the Three Kingdoms' appeared solved. Not only this, but
there was much to suggest qomestic stability. Lambert, Oliver's
erstwhile understudy, had been ousted from the political and
military machine, the army appeared cowed and quiescent, as did
the royalists, and the succession of Oliver's eldest son to the title of
Lord Protector seemed to suggest that the new written constitution,
the Humble Petition and Advice, was working. The circumstances
of 1658 thus appear as an unlikely base for the restoration of the
monarchy just over two years later. There was certainly nothing
inevitable about the events of the spring of 1660 for that was
conditional upon a set of circumstances both unforeseen and
unprecedented. Nonetheless, Oliver Cromwell's processes of
'healing and settling', particularly with regard to the appointment of
ex-royalist Moock as Governor of Scotland in 1654, fatally
weakened the longevity of the Interregnum. 'To this important
extent', as Hutton has written, 'the Restoration did not happen
because Cromwell had died, but because he had lived.'[!] Above all
else, in at least some respects, the period of rule without a monarch
had enjoyed perhaps too much success. The efficient repression of
enemies, both internal and external, did much to lessen the efficacy
of an already unnatural regime; there was now no longer a common
threat against which the disparate elements of the Commonwealth
and Protectorate c.ould unite. Religious 'fanaticism', most especially
in the form of the Quakers, might have served in this role if it were
not for the fact that the forms of government of the latter part of the
1650s were tainted by just this. Lucy Hutchinson claims that at the
beginning of 1660 the Presbyterian preachers 'began openly to
desire the King, not for good will to him, but only for destruction to
all fanatics.'[2]
The monarchy was not restored for negative reasons alone.
Positive forces were at work also. That they needed to be was clear
for the failure of Booth's Rising had shown that the Presbyterian
element ~as far stronger than the cavalier and it was known that the
former desired to shackle any restored monarchy with terms similar
to those laid out in the Newport Treaty of 1648. Hyde was therefore
careful to ensure that Charles Stuart did not make a commitment to
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any particular party or course of action. It was important that the
exiled Stuart should be able to appear to be all things to most men
and that he be invited to return. The 'assiduous and intelligently
directed'[3] substantial minority of form.er royalists, .or c~ypto
-royalists, who were able to capture and dlfect proceedmgs m the
Convention Parliament, worked to ensure that Charles was returned
to throne with almost no conditions attached. Hyde's policy reached
its apogee on 4 April 1660. The •peclarati?n of Breda w~s a
beautiful package: it seemed to contam somethmg fo~ everyo?e .[4]
Its four main clauses offered a means of boundmg up those
wounds which have so many years together been kept bleeding.'
The Ho~se of Stuart offered a general indemnity, a 'liberty to tender
consciences' that the 'purchases of land shall be determined in
Parliament' ;nd that the army could expect an early payment of its
arrears. Payment of the army had proved an insuperable problem to
every Interregnum regime. In 1650 the assessment had stood at
£120,000 per month, equivalent to eigh~een pre-war parliamentary
subsidies per annum. Even when at 1t.s lowest of £35~0~0 per
month in 1657 this was equivalent to five pre-war subs1d1es per
annum. It was no little surprise that Convention MPs resolved on 1
May 'that the government was and ought to be by Kings, Lords and
Commons' and even less wonder that men cheered when Charles
stepped a5hore in Kent on 25 Ma)'. 1660. It seemed likely that
monarchy would prove a cheaper option.
In financial terms Oliver Cromwell had bequeathed to the
son a damnosa hereditas. By New Year's day 1659 the Protectorate
regime was to have a debt of £2.5 million and the army a l~~itimate
demand for £890,000. This would have been. suff1c1ent to
destabilise any government but perhaps esp~ciall~ one that had an
untried leader at its helm. Nonetheless, whtlst Richard Cromwell
may have lacked political experience, he v.:as ~ot wi~hout ability.
His accession did not prove to be the royahsts playtime. Thurloe
noted 'there is not a dog that wags his tongue, so great a calm are
we in~'[5] Nor was he destined to become the 'milksop' .~d 'Queen
Dick' of the textbooks. His very absence from the poht1cal scene
during the rule of the first .Lord Protector ~ay well have served to
enhance his appeal for it meant that Richard Cromwell was
unsullied with the darker moments of the Commonwealth.
Clarendon was aware of this advantage when he wrote that, 'the
dead is interred in the sepulchre of the kings ... and his son inherits
all his greatness and all his glory, without the public hate. ~hat
visibly attended the other.'[6] He did not carry any p~~1tical
baggage. It quickly became clear that he possessed quahties of
decency, sincerity and moderation. Indeed, the n~w Protec~or was
flooded with loyal addresses. Nonetheless, tile not1e>n that the. Good
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Old Cause was in the process of being betrayed had already been
fathered a~d now man.y a pamphleteer's pen helped to propagate
s~ch a belief. On~ wnter denounced the addresses of loyalty to
~chard as emanations of 'the Spirit of the Beast and false Prophet
m the former and prese~t ~onarchs of this and other Nations'.(7] It
was perhaps t~e subm1ss10n ~r.om the army officers in England,
who made their loyalty cond1t10nal upon Richard promoting the
'concernments of the godly' and the Good Old Cause that caused
the greatest concern.
'
.
In his ~ealings with the army the new Lord Pr~tector was to
display not. a httle acuity. For instance, when faced with a petition
that he abd1cat~ control ?f the army he met with the officers on 18
October, made. a. spe~ch m support of the aims of the army and then
s<?lved the cns1s with compromise: Fleetwood was appointed
Lieutenant-General ~f the army whilst Richard retained supreme
P~~er and the grantmg of commissions. An occasion of deeper
cn~1~ occurred on 15 February. 1659 when a pro-republican army
petition was prese~te~ to parhament requesting, in part, that no
offi.cers should be dis~ssed except by court martial and thus served
not1c~ th~t the ~y wished to be considered as a fourth estate in the
cons~1tution. Richard responded decisively. His surprise visit to
W allmgford House - the home of Fleetwood where the army
~randees met - defused the situation. 'He took so firm a line
mdeed, that Fleet~ood and J?esb<;>rough drew back from an ope~
breach, made thetr peace with him and publicly repudiated the
proposed remo~strance.'[8] Yet just over two months later the
Protectorate regm~e was to be overwhelmed by the military men.
One of Ohver s greatest achievements was that he had
always prevented any alliance between the army and republican
MPs. That the hopes of the army found refuge in the likes of Scot
Van~, Ludlow and Haselrig~ wa~ less the result of the inadequacie~
of Richard than the extraordmartly obtuse actions of the parliament
that met on 27 January 1659. The elections of December 1658 and
January 1659, based upon the pre-Protectoral franchise had
produced a large (549 MPs) and unwieldy House. About h~lf of
those elected lacked any previous parliamentary experience and
Thurloe noted that there was 'soe great a mixture in the house of
commons, that no man knowes which way the major part will
encl.yne'.(9} In ~act, ~he majority were cons~rvative gentry,
motivated m theu act10_ns by antipathy to the army. Already
a~fronted by th~ unseatmg of their favourites Colonel Robert
L1l~urn a~d M~or Packer, the army was deeply offended by
parliaments a~t1ons of 12 April when Major General Boteler was
att~cked fo.r his harsh treatment of those associated with royalists
actions which he claimed that he had undertaken on the orders of
1
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Oliver. Cromwell. Those who had undertaken similar acts, such as
Fleetwood ·and.I)esborough;" n·ow· feared·,for their. owri well.:: being:
In this way'Mid the parliament make it ';;.easy for tlie republicans to
blow on the junior officers'' fears' that the good :old· cause
everywhere beirig: smothered'.[10] ~Not:onlyr.this:·but~firiancial
difficulties were ·also promotfog•instability ;.particularly 'amongst
members·. of the arniy. ·The republican) Haselrige ·had informed
parliament that, 'Thetarmy·are.our-children, they are ·our children,
they came from us. We are bound to provide forthem.'.. And, on
another .occasfon"he ·said thar.'soldiers must 'not be in want.
Necessity will 'make them break throilgh 'stone waJls.-''Richard's
decision to allow. the General Council of the'Officers to.commence
meeting on 2 April was thus a· realistic att~mpt ·to appease the
ambitions of the army rank and file, place soine legitimate pressure
upon parliament and tliwart the brilliant filibustering· of the
republican MPs. It wa.S, however, already clear to botli the officers
and rank and file•of the army that they could recover neither their
authority nor their arrears by constitutional method; to the'army
grandees it was becoming equally clear that unless'· they rode the .
wave of their subordinates' grievances they risked.being swept
away·by it. Cashiered republican officers such as Okey and'Overton
but above all Lambert, still young and with a stature enhanced by
his period in the political wilderness, ·were awaiting the call> Thus
parliament was dissolved on· 22 April, -having' succurribed'to a
'confederated Triumvirate· of republicans; 'sectaries and
soldiers'.[11]
' · ·
·· · ' "i
The destroyers of 'the Protectorate "had -no workable
constitution with which to replace' the Humble Petitfon and Advice.
Over the course of the next year or so various devices·_were
discussed. Some in the· arniy proposed a senate•but Haselrige·.and
his followers would· never accept such·a curb 1on1the1a'uth6rityrof
parliament. After all, they•had just gotTid:oftne,Siilgle Person!
Nonetheless, ·that.other leading republican,·Nane, 'proved to·be in
favour. The consequent rivalry did much to dainage'the:Rump'.
Jaines'Harririgton, in'his book.Oceana;'had~proposed a bicameral
rotating·parliament ·and; although the scheme;was much .discussed,
the fact1that it would nof:exclude'any·of tlierconipeting·parties
'rendered itunworkable.' Not;only.had the Rump.proved sterile but
the -:army1 seemed ·divided, 1Fleetwoodl:apparently''-.wantirig••a
Protectorate, •Lambert an· oligarchy and· yet others'"'a nominated
assembly·or· some form of Commonwealih:~There· was rio Putney
Debate in '1658·and.'no realistic programme for settlement. The days
of:the He<ids.the~of Proposals: of the Remonstrance ·and::of the
Agreement were long gone. The uneasy· bedfellows of 22/April
could' produce no scheme that would satisfy each.
of them, let

11lonc the traditional members of the political ·nation.· The last two
ycurs· of. -,the :16?0s'. tlius · ~itiies-sed··a ·seri~s ·:of ·reactionary
constitutional dyviCes.that diqmuch to und~rmiiie stability.
1
.1Itis usual for,the·efficacy of a·regi!Ileto.be·enhanced by the
rcuction which- a corrlriion ¢f!einy:inspir~s.'-Booth's:Rebellion of 1
Aug·ust thus served .to"maintaii:Ethe:uneasy alliance between the
nnny· an·d:the restored Ruinp Parliament: By the.autumn of 1659,
consequerit~to the.enormously'efficient .repression of Booth by
Lambert; the Rump.hact beeiI.undermined·by·conflict between the
civil and.military authoritieS.ilt;had!qu!ckly.'becoine:clearithat.the.
ullitude of·the.Rump MPs ·had.clia"nge·d·hardly.;at all from their
1)rcvious period of pq_wer.-In factthis-.was apparent even before th~
disturbances in Cheshire: :For !instance,:; although :they, made
Fleetwood:.Commander.!in.:Chief:as:the army had requested; on 6
June they ruled; that it would.. be the Speaker,; with parliament's
consent, ·who •WOtlld:sign·~a·rmy commissions. The· lamentable
failure of Booth .at 1Winnington ·Bridge signalled the"re.:emergence
not only ofLambert,'buN)f theradicallcause in general. This_found
sotne focus in the· Derby· pe_tition: ofrSeptember. which; ·amongst
others,' demanded that no officer be'dismissed.without court martiaL
ln its treatment of'this petition the;Rump·.showed itself ·to'be the
army's enemy.and:thus, in October 1659,~it met the same fate as in
April 1653. Its removal by Lainbert perinitted the emergence 1of yet
greater fissiparous~tendencies ...n-rit7!.1 ••· j·i i-·~';· .i?-;r,-• ·t fir .
.Fradure lines in.tlie.republican camp had:been1becoming
more obvious for some time. The effectiv~ repiessiOri ofrthe~royalist
cause now serve·d~to hasten .tne:fragmentatfofi'·oflthelpoli~ical
republicans. In. this·1way did•the ol~· allies;·Haselrige-and:Yane,
dev~lop a yet :deeper e~mity;_thedattei 'opp.osing•the restric'tions
which the former, anp the majority. of; the Ruinp ·ha9; .in.serted' in the
cofi!.missions~of• th·e officers:~Not'.only: this· but<tllere:was 'now an
emerging ·iri valiy !~betw~en :iFleetwood, r whom·:" the. Venetian
ambassador thoµght a inan:of 'unexampled frigidity~;:ahd-Lainbert,
a man:of 'spirit' .. The army.riowisuffered'fiom a~number of internal
splits; most 'clearly between: those. wlio remained--loyal to the
restored· Rtiinp~and .those:; such as l:ambert,: ·Fleetwood and
Desborough,1 who remained opposeq·to it Irito the foriner category
stepped George Monck: ex:.royalist,l colleague .of Cromwell at
Dunbar, conqueror 'of:the'.gre.~~Dutch adnifral·Maaiten Tromp and
lately commander of' the· Scottish'forces;:-The;political events of
February ! 1660 Iwith: which-he· is· associated - notably the readmission of,the 1SecludedMembers·on.the 21st'of the month - were
certainly facilitated·:bytthe'rapid :breakqown of the social and
econoiriic fabric.' . : __ ,1,
• 1 1 ., ~ --r-- ..
·
Social'and economic dislocation reached new depths in lhc
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winter> months· of. 1659:".60:, Now,came .the first.1faste :of sheer
anarchy: -;Rising tpi"ices..:and1.fallirig trade ·help.ed tci:promote a
taxpayers't strike:"':'Troops 1.were .brought ·in'-_tmhe]p,but ·t~is .only
resulted .in·'.a:n~anti"'army~riot "in London.on .. 5 December. Law
enforcemerit;was·,proving.incre~singlyrdiffic~lb:1il!.the summer
many ·JPs :had refused t~>' take an oath to the Cornmonw.~~~ and }lad
been dismissed1with the inevitable-iesulMhat.tbe•ass1zes:had only
one ~udge in commis_sion. By November th~.co~rts:o~!Cqmmon
Law at ..Westminster ·had .been. forced to· close ;m1d-:-term ·because
judges'j commissions· fr9m ,parliarrient ~ad expire~~:..'!h~ '.rule ~f law
was.visibly!in abeyance'.'[12.] Moreover,' the mst1tutl~ms of I.:o?don
were now populated by. members of a .new ge~era:1on;~_men wh_o
had never;wom a russet coat-and wondered-a great deaJ.what theu
fathers·;hadJought for. Little wonder_.thatlthere·erilpted in . the
provinces campaigns ,for a 'free, parliament'. Hut:o? ·~uggests,
however, that 'compared with_ the havoc of: th~ ·c1vilrwars; the
disn~ptions :of. the. later,,!1!-terregnum. ~ere shght ._[1 ~] :~ndeed, the
consequenees of th~ coup m.Octobe,rhac:l been co~tmmty.rather than
chaos;,·For· in-stance, the Michaelmas'.qu~er,sess10ns went·ahead as
usuaka~d the .magistrates and. corporation~. of~:owns 1still ~et. '
Nonetheless, ·and .de.spite elements :of porm.ahty;. anyx~eg1me
associated with chaos on the scale that occurred Jn the lastJwmter of
the Interre~um .was unlikely. t9 survive.. " .. , · i -•• ~ ~ :' 1 · •.
·
An earnest desire to restore social.andipoht1c~lmormahty
was not1the only motivation,of George.Monck;·The·delay between
his declaration for- th~ deposed "Rump Parliament ·and 1his •advance
towards the·English;border._on15.December has-·bee~·argue~ ~o be
evidence :Oft.proto-ioyalist~ sympathies; There "were,. however; a
· number,.of re·asqns ,for: ·his 1 1procrastin~tion:, Iti was: i:iece~~ary _to
undertake a _p_urge 'of.~ose eI~m.eq~~ ,of h1s.~y .w~o d1sagreed.w1th
his declarat1on:'1Some loyalty, as .1s usual;was.bo~ght!°'.ln the.year
·1659~60' a ·total ofr£72,000 .was','coming•in cdu~ing ·the ~last_ three
months of 11659 :and· in.August Monck~had beeg.granted £20,000
by. the.Council c;f State. He.also ha?.to be,cei:tai~·thathi~:action was
evincing support .south of. th~.border;ln'th1s ~espect ~1_s ~xam_Ple
.was proving .inspirational: on 13 .December 165~. V1ce-~dm~ral
Lawson.declared for the Rump anq onJ6 December he·~a1led mto
the Thames .. Eight days'.later.Haselrige .was.on·the rgad for London
withi the: gafrisori.:oCPortsmouth which had·.also;declared ·for
the .Purged:Parliarpent.' Even.Lord Fairfax·.was per~uaded :to ~o~e
out of:retirerrient and:was;to muster.a force'on'.·h1s1old ~tampmg
ground;1Marston~Moor. The.immediate.effect.of ~.onck's.de~ision
.was to move1the country to;the edge of.another c1v1lwar: _Lambert
was pr<;>voked to· march north with a ~orce of ab~ut 8,000 men.
Badly;.pa~d,. a long.way from'.home and~faced with.the.onset of
1
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winier, t!1is fo!~e s~on)b~gan to i;n<:_lt a~aY: Perhaps the greatest
suspicious delay is
tl111t the deposed•poht1cal.repubhcans sent no evidence .of their
HllPJHH't:' th.ef~ifo~~e ·~as:de~fening.; Only. upon receipt of their
c11tlorscment of·h1s'act10ns'd1d Monck:begiri to move south. ·Even
hol'orc his~d?s~ing illto:Englan~;l~n':26;December, the Rump had
1c11Hscmbled and Fleetwood· commented that 'God had spat in their
I Ille ~nriy'sr.faces'.' For.;ther.firstitiine··in:twelve years it now
11ppcured that the Commonwealthsnien'hao reaI·control over the
· •·
· t rl• i..
• ....' -·)I I·J..;...!.
... :J ' d· . ... ,..u ' r... .• : • · ,;
111 '111 y. ' - · •' ·'
All of this -ignores 'a· rattier -important ·point- There is little
ovldcrice to suggest! ~hat.·Monck disliked -thel usurpation of
JOVCf!1ment.by ~e 1 milit~y for~he·had supported the_ army when it
f111d ejected parhaments:m 1653 and Aprild659.:-Monck had been
>rcpured to. fight againstiLam.~ert not.be~a~.se he•apefi?y~d·of.rule
))' the Rump but because he feared the rehg1ous rad1cahsm that was
111-1socia~ed with rule by' the army :It seems. likely. that the' greatest
tl~tcrmmant of.'M?i;t,~k's.tac~ion 1 w~sihis urgent~desire .to sa~e .the
Cllurch.[14] ~Y· h1~ expuls1on.of,the:Rump on 'l31 October.-1659
1.nmbert had irrevocably associated ·himself;with ithe ;fadicals·. the
iosloration of the Purged Pa'rliament•would·:thereforel:at:least,i~ the
1ll1~H't te~; appear· to :be :a. bulwark;against -religio~s 'radicalism.
Aller all, it had refused·to·abolish.the:tithe:,Monck!s'declaration for
I he Rump was thus ta> reactionito ~the· religious t cliac>'s "that:now
Hc.c1~ed appar~nt to· a~L'._T?e 'Quake·r. teiT?r' ·.~a~. also>~creasing~y
p1cvale~t and dynam1c m S~ot_la~d. ·As•one. ~,nter tecorded;-t~ey
11l,>0und1t and drew•themselss1s .m· company1s :throw:-the· cuntrie
w1lho1,1t controlment'.[15].A consideration of•rdigious'motivation
Illus ~e!ps· explain.the apparently precipitate'iurgency of Monck's
rcuctton to the'coup·of·October..Therestoreo·Rump~how·ever had
I>ccn associated with the inost prolific and .prominent' of. all-radicals
1I1~ _Quakers. ~o~_si.bly '°'\'.}rig ·t? itlie. iitfluen~e of'yan.el p'afts .of th~
'!,' ~htta were -contr~lled;by \Qu~~ers·~hi!st ?v~r 'in ':lre_l~n·~ 'Henry
C1 omwell· hadrb<?en.replaced :with a comm1ss1on-of.:f1ve radicals
wl.1? went on t,o.appo~nt ~ n~I!1~er.of qu·~er an4:Bapt~sqPs. All of
tins ~erved to cr~at~,an ..~tm~~ph~re.a~ntto'the· Pop1sh··Plot fear,
,11.1umfes~ n;iost esp~c1_a11x m.th~~eru:ly Y~.ars_of ~~e'Lo~g P~diament.
I he occasion -of a F1fthtMonarch1st:meetmg:m~West Sussex was
H_ufficient to make ;~·r~yalist agen.t-'daily;expecf ~ .fuassacre'. [ 16] In
Oxford, when:the S!rength of·the:wind!liftedlthe.tiles off St Martin's
rower the~cong~egation' belieyedrthatcthe~·sects1h·aa -risen. The
decision ~o.retai~ th~.tithe',had .se~ved~t~'enhanceJ~~ efficacy of the
Q_u_a~e~. movement rfor:!they;now: orga1_1i~ed i~~emselves with an
~! f1c1ency 1 and·sense'of.p_urpo~e th~~ co,!!lcFonly i:nake the army men
Jealous. Quaker gathermgs m ·,southern:England now began to
oxpl1111ut1on_,1how_eve~,-:f~r Monck.~ other~ise
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benefit from shared funds and common records. Reasoned
reflection would suggest that the restoration of the Rump would be
insufficient to restore religious harmony. In fact, it was increasingly
unlikely that it would be able to restore any sense <>f normality.
The Rump's attempts to do so, or rather their absence,
alienated their greatest protector. In the famous letter of 11
February, shortly before the readmission of the Secluded Members,
Monck scolded the Rump for encouraging the demands of the
sectaries. It would be false, however, to suggest that Monck was
working to a blueprint that dictated that he should save the purged
House or restore the monarchy. What he did desire was political
and economic, but especially religious, stabilisation - if the former
could not provide this, then the latter was the other realistic choice.
The restored House undertook a substantial purge of the army in
January 1660: three eighths of the entire corps were replaced, half
of the field officers and two thirds of the captains. A similar process
was applied to the parliament. Those who had been removed were
replaced by conservatives and as such it now appeared that reform
and the cause of the army would indeed be ill-served. Moreover,.
despite declarations to the contrary, the suspicion grew that. the
Rump intended to perpetuate itself beyond 7 May. It was
increasingly clear that rather than act as a bulwark against radicalism
the very intransigence and conservatism of the House was
promoting it. In removing the chains and posts which the City had
set up in protest at the restoration of the Rump it l{ecame clear to
Monck and his men that they were contributing to that intransigence
and that they were being asked to defend a cause with which they
possessed no emotional sympathy. As Hutton has written, 'it seems
reasonable to suppose that the whole corps, including its
commander, shared neither the past experiences nor the ideals of the
Commonwealthsmen, and therefore failed to support their
policies.'[ 17] In February 1660 Monck therefore acted to secure the
re-admission of those MPs secluded by Colonel Pride in 1648, an
act that is often perceived as the moment when the Stuart
Restoration became an inevitability.
· Eikon Basilike, a volume which purported to contain the
prayers and meditations of the dead king, proved to be a runaway
best seller throughout the 1650s; Milton's rebuttal of it,
Eikonoklastes, never made it to a second edition. This perhaps
suggests that rather than seeking to explain reasons for the
Restoration it would be more appropriate to attempt an explanation
of why the Interregnum lasted so long. Much of the vigour of the
regimes of the 1650s was sustained to a very significant degree by
the requirement of fighting against a greater common enemy,
whether this be Ireland, Scotland or Spain or some internal

11mlignancy such as Papists or cavaliers. By the end of 1658 it was
I11creasingly clear that the former was lessening and the latter was
Insignificant. The failure of Bootp's Rebellion made manifest the
t•x.traordinary weakness of the royalist cause and unleashed the selftlcstructing forces of the Interregnum. In this way, paradoxically,
lhc very weakness of the royalist cause hastened the return of the
monarchy. The Interregnum simply imploded. It has been said of
Monck that 'he would never have betrayed the Protectorate, but
when its destroyers divided their own supporters - officers, radical
Independents, sectaries, Commonwealthsmen - with such
111caningless quarrels that the soldiers threatened to make a ring for
their officers to fight in, he decided he must act.'[18] The
recrudescence· of religious radicals, particularly the spectacular
growth of the Quaker movement, might have become the force
which held the processes of government together. That it did not do
NO was because government had come to be associated with such
rndicals, whether this be the Rump, the Committee of Safety or the
rule by Commission in Ireland. 'Quakers ... were so aggressive and
successful that mere tolerance on the part of the government
uppeared to be a betrayal to conservatives.'[19] Increasingly
reactionary forms of government, which appeared tainted and
subverted by the radicals, eventually produced the biggest reaction
of all, the return of the Stuart Monarchy.
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OBITUARIES

MAURICE ASHLEY
Maurice Ashley, a former editor of the Listener who has
died aged eighty-seven, was a prolific historian with a special
interest in the seventeenth century. He made his reputation as an
expert on Cromwell and the Protectorate. As Chairman, then
President, of The Cromwell Association after the Second World
War, he was always quick to leap to the defense of the Protector.
Cromwell's rule, he pointed out, was not only a period during
which the foundations of Britain's commercial and maritime empire
were laid; it was also a time when the country was respected and
feared in Europe - whereas Charles II subsequently reduced it to the
status of a hired dependency of Louis XIV. And while Ashley was
not sentimental about the regime of the major-generals, he insisted
that Cromwell was genuinely committed to religious toleration.
Ashley also produced biographies of Charles II (in 1971)
and James II (in 1978) which were models of fairness and balance.
If he never quite subscribed to Carlyle's opinion that history is
merely a series of biographies of great men, equally - as a writer
who generally kept clear of academe - he never allowed himself to
become bogged down in the minutiae of economics.and statistics.
·
His work was refreshingly free of axe-grinding.
The son of Sir Percy Ashley, who had taught history at the
London School of Economics before a distinguished career in the
Board of Trade, Maurice Percy Ashley was born on 4 September
1907 and educated at St Paul's School and New College, Oxford,
where he took a First in Modem History. His tutor at New College
was David Ogg, who helped to concentrate his attention on to the
seventeenth century. From Ashley's DPhil thesis there eventually
emerged his first book, Financial and Commercial Policy under the
Cromwellian Protectorate (1934).
His first job, which he held from 1929 to 1933, was as
research assistant to Sir Winston Churchill, then engaged in writing
the biography of his ancestor, the 1st Duke of Marlborough. 'Give
me the facts', Churchill would say, 'and I will twist them the way I
want to suit my argument.' Ashley was not always in sympathy
with his master's views - in 1939 he himself would publish a
biography of Marlborough - but he conceived a deep admiration for
the man.
In 1989, when Churchill's behaviour ·as a husband and
employer was under attack, Ashley sprang to his defence. 'He
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treated me with utmost consideratiOn', almost a.s an equal', he wrote
to The Sunday Telegraph. 'Every evening after dinner, Winston
played games of backgammon with his wife. He consulted her on
publi~ and private mat~~rs a~q frequently toolc her advice. In my
expenence he was neither -nide nor greedy. He was indeed a
wonderful man.'
-r· ·After leaving Churchill, Ashley worked for- four years for
the Manchester Guardian;-as·a leader writer, and then joined·the
Times as a sub-~ditor in. the foreigri departme~t.JAt thf'. ()utbreak of
the Second World War he was editor of. the British Council's
overseas publiCatfon, Britain Today:In' 1940; A-shley enlisted in the
Grenadier Guards;·· s-utisequently ·-he ,served ·in~ the Intelligence
Corps;andwasderhobilisedas 1amajor.'' '·i·1 .-.A.,.·!···~ ... ::'
· .. - Having found~a~ niche as deputy -editor of the -Listener;
Ashley produced a stream.of histodcal works._. Louis XIV and the
Greatness of France (1946),.John Wildman: Plotter-and-Postmaster
( 194;7); 1 iMr~ President (1947)''and· ,England·"in':the··seventeenth
Century_'.(1952). He had already published a-biography of Oliver
CrP,~wep iin q 93_7:; ~ow-:' came Cromwell's· Generals:'( 1954)~~ The .
Greatness of:Olzver Cromwell,(1951), 1-0liver Cromwell and the
Puritan--'Revolution (1958) and· Oliver-Cromwell and His:World
1
(1972). He'saw Cromwell as 'an essentially conservative dictator1not. so much:·a Huntingdonsli~re ,farmer-t nursing econ'omic
grievances-as a"Christian gentleman whohad·felt the essence:of his
religion threatened:
·
.-.. ! ; / · . _,.: : . ..·' . _:i
Inevitably Ashley's assumption of the Listener's editorship
in 1958 slowed down';his historicaJ outp'ut 2. 'although-lhe still
managed-to:-publish a·major general history;:Gfeat Britain to 1688
(1961)!1This _was· followed by The Stuarts·in·Lo've-{-1963), Life in
Stua'rt:England '(1964)" and The ,)Glorious 'Revolution ··of 1688
(1966)~ Meariwhile!thei Listener's circulationifell: sharply asithe
expansion 1 of' the ·Sunday newspapers took' readers 1Jfrom the
weeklies: - ·
··
·
.
,, .. . "1 " , ,1, ,_
· Ashley left- in 1968 and for two years was research fellow at '
Loughborough University of Technology;;Qnce'rriore: the: books
came thick ~and fa5t :. Churchilf as Historian· (1968);· A History of
EuroperJ648:'1815'(1913)'and·The Age oJAbsolutism 1648-J.775
(1974)~He•even:stepped out of.his' periodto prouuce' The Life and
Times:of King John (1972) and·The'Liferand:Time's.of~William·1
(1973); He was.back in 'his element, with ArC011Cise·History· of the
Civil' War ~(<1975);:.Rupert. of:the: Rhine (1976);-General Moizck
(191i/);·TheiHouse·oj Stuart (1980),tCharles'J:ariti Oliver Cromwell
(1987) and The Battle of Naseby and the Fall of Charles I (1992)(
.-:Ashley was appointed e.B.E:·ini1978:'He rnairiedlfirst, in
1935;-Phyllis<Griffith;·who dfo(Hn 1987; they had a son 1 and'. a
0
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daughter. He.-magied secondly, in· 1Q88, Patricia Entract.
. 'i'}' f 'n~ r•I' -ic:
• ,·r-· 1··· · ....,,
©The Telegraph·plc,··:L~ndon, .1994.-<- ,,, ... · ..
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[Maur~c~; Asllley (l 99'7.-.199A )"was :President of The Cromwell
Associatl<?n: 1.9~1-7.7 ·apd·a' Vic.efPr~siden.t.. f~om-1977 until his
death. Desp1t_e_ ~1s ·_!nany other commitments,. h~ ·worked tirelessly
for theA~s.oc1at10n~and.~ddressed members qn many occasions. His
mos~ recenrad_d~ess, ?~hv~red at !he·198;4;Cromwell Day· service, is
reprmted ~n !his ed1~1o~:of·.Cromw,~lliana~ ;This obituary first
appeared m-th,e.Dazly .Telegraph. on .5 October· 1994· and is
reproduced-he~e,by:~nd ~~np~s~i~nJ.1 .1· , . '· ._,_; ;: - i _ -~~r': . _- ·q»:·
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T~e fu.n~ral.serv1ce for Major·R.D. Battcock;,M.B.E. was

held on 5Apnl 1993 at Golders Green erematorium;'Many friends
and colleagues from the guid!ng profession joi!1~d his family ·to ·s~y
farewell !O .?De.of .the Fm~n~mg:F~thers <;>f gµ1dmg in· London, and
~~eat Bn,~a.m. The se~ular _seryife. celebrated a full life, and was
1d1osyncrat1~ ~npugh to_ .have ple~seg ·Roy; ever, the., individualist.
Amongst those who s~?ke, Co_mm.a_nder Pat Patterson and Gerry
Lord. ac~no~ledged his. contnbut1ons to our profession. Roy's
COntnbutionSJShcmld not be forgotten or underestimated;:they- were
fundamental:to the reputation enjoyed·today by all those who wear
the Blue ·Badge:; We .can be '.very, proud that he was -a founder
member of A:P.T;G ... ~i~ 1 • •. ,.-- ·,: _,,. 'J" · ,, ·
.
~,
I
Edu~.ated•at~arrow;aftersom~ years in.the book,trade·and
a:rned serv1c~s, Roy:fo~nd his·niche1in·life-ind951, and joined the
first gener~t10n of gmdes to qualify with the British Tourist
Authority, then in its infancy, as the RT.H.A. He was a founder
member of. the Guild of Guide Lecturers, and its Chairman for
t~e~ty~one yea~s, during which time he w·orked tirelessly and with
d1st11~ct1on on behal_f of the:p_rofessi?n and its membership. With the
creation of~e London T~unst ~<?~~·he wp.~ked alongside Oswald
Clarke as·cm~rse,tutor·and _exammerJorJmany 1 years~ and in those
years .-the· h1~h rstandards expected! ofotoday's ·,guides were
estabhshed .. His: M.B .E: ,was awarded fot:" services: to tourism.
•
..1 His kno~ledge •wa_s:imrhense~candiwas 1generously shared
with anyone who approached·hirr_i:.There_,is:scarc~ly a road or a byway he had not.explored1 by.1b1cycle before -'tourism' had been
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Peter Dix should have been one of the first members of the
Sealed Knot. Not only was he actively involved in the arrangements
for the exhibition at the Castle Inn, Edgehill i11 October 1967 that
gave rise to the foundation of the Society the ne:xt year, but he was
also one of Peter Young's research assistants and war-gaming
circle. Indeed, whenever subsequently in seventeenth century

costume, Peter always wore the original, pre-Knot and slighlly
risque Order of the Bear. Despite these credentials, his descent from
Captain Humphrey Dix, in the Earl of Essex's Army of 1642, and
his own undoubted interest in the English civil war, Peter's
instinctive parliamentarian sympathies kept him away from what
was, at first, intended to be a purely royalist society. It was not until
1983 that the Captain General finally persuaded him to join.
Born of a military family, Peter served initially in the Royal
Horse Guards (significantly that part of the Household Cavalry
claiming descent from Colonel Unton Crook's regiment of the New
Model Army), where he claimed the distinction of being the shortest
man in the regiment. After passing through Sandhurst, a spell of
commissioned service followed before he left the army to
commen.ce what proved to be a highly successful partnership in
Direct Mail with his wife Elizabeth.
On joining the Sealed Knot, Peter quickly became an
enthusiastic and energetic part of the establishment, organising
regimental dinners and training musters, serving on the commentary
team, elected as a Yeoman, but in particular establishing the
Edgehill Battle Museum in the Estate Yard at Farnborough Hall.
From small beginnings in 1985, this has become an important
feature in the continuing cause of promoting interest in the history
of the English civil war. Under Peter's direction, a dedicated band
of volunteers have achieved there a remarkable sense of period and
an ambience that is possibly far more important th~n the exhibits
themselves. Sadly, Peter's death comes at a critical time for the
museum, faced as it is with the desperate necessity of finding new
premises.
Peter had only recently been promoted to the rank of major
and appointed to command Sir William Waller's Lifeguard of
Horse. This last command was something that gave him particular
pleasure - he was very proud of his parliamentarian heritage and
was looking forward to leading the regiment into its New Model
persona next year.
Although a long-established member of the Honourable
Artillery Company, it was only in recent years that Peter had
become involved with the Company's Light Cavalry Troop. As may
be expected, he threw himself wholeheartedly into its activities,
regularly making the journey to Armoury House or Maidenhead to
attend parades and mounted training and encouraging other
members of the Knot to take advantage of the facilities of the
Troop's Saddle Club. Several of our present riders owe their
prowess on the battlefield to their experience on the Skill at Arms
course. It is therefore particularly appropriate that the cavalry of
both armies have decided to celebrate his memory by the institute of
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invented. His interests and enthusiasms were wide and varied, but
his love of art was paramount. His inspirationa~ lectures [or the
National Gallery in the 1970s set a standard wbi~h
will ever
equal. His other enthusiasms - where can I begm? Ri~hard III,
Cromwell Hadrian's Wall which he walked ~very wmter, and
Highgate Cemetery (where he_ was, for !11-e, the definitive ~uide)
came as part and parcel of his pr?fession; he was ~ pa~s!on~te
supporter of any cause concerned with _the struggle agamst IDJUStt~e
and prejudice. With quiet but determmed pressure he opened his
annual Goodennough Trust Lecture tours for future leaders from
South Africa to black students; homeless people were made
welcome guests (often to the consternation of _his family) and it is
typical that, at an age when many people turn m on themselves, he
became a member of the League Against Cruel Sports. .
.
Even Roy's closest friends could not have descnbed him as
a practical man. He was supported, spoiled, scolded, and always
staunchly protected by his wife Jackie, one of the Great Europ~an
Tour Managers, whom he married in 1951. Her d~votion to.him,
particularly during this last difficult year, has been simply h~r01c.
Roy did not go quietly. He steadfastly raged agamst the
dying of the light. There was, for him, still so much more to see,
and know, and do. I marvel at the scope and intellectual challenge
of my last conversation with him in December 1992, and I hope th.at
we the beneficiaries · of his generosity and energy, will
acknowledge our debt, and create a suitable memorial to him.

tev:

[Roy Battcock (1907-1993) was one of the.longest serving and
most distinguished members of the counctl ?f The Cromwell
Association; for many years he also served as soc_ial_secretary of the
Association. This obituary, focussing upon his mfluenttal role
within the Guide Lecturer profession, was written by Elizabeth
Shallcross, a close colleague from that profession.]

PETER DIX

·1

When, in 1653, Oliver Cromwell became Lord Protector of
England, Scotland and Ireland, he was a comparatively young man,
in contrast to Churchill, Adenauer, de Gaulle, Franco or Reagan, all
of whom were heads of state in their seventies or eighties. Oliver
had two serious illnesses before he became Protector and the strain
upon him of the office was obvious. He not only had to supervise
the day-to-day government of three countries, but to negotiate with
foreign ambassadors and maintain contact with foreign sovereigns.
He made long speeches to three parliaments; and he was also
commander-in-chief directing large armies and navies. Naturally
much of this work could be delegated, but ilis was the ultimate
responsibility for everything. He had only one Secretary of State fortunately the hard-working John Thurloe.

.
It is c?ns~ructive to ~eflect on the requirements of the two
wntten constltut1ons by which Cromwell governed. The first - the
Instrument of Government of 1653 - provided that the Protector
should with the advice and consent of his Council of State hold
c~rrespondence with foreign kings, princes and states and 'also
with the consent of the major part of his Council have the power of
war and peace'. In the second constitution - the Humble Petition
and Advice of 1657 - it was laid down that the standing forces of
the Commonwealth were to be disposed of by the Prot~ctor with the
consent of the two Houses of parliament (the Commons and 'the
Other House') and in the intervals of parliaments by the advice of
the Privy ~o~~cil (as. the Council of State had become). And in
each const1tut1on the size of his revenue was prescribed.
In the United States of America, which like the
Cromwellian Protectorate, is governed under a written c~nstitution
the s~cond article p~ovides that the executive power shall b~
exercised by the President, that he shall be commander-in-chief of
the army _and navy and that he can make treaties with the approval
of two-thirds of !he Senate. So there i_s certainly a marked similarity
between the duties undertaken by Oliver Cromwell under a written
constitution and those assigned to the President of the United States
by the ei:iduring constitl.!tion drawn up in Philadelphia in 1787. Noone demes that the Umted States was and is a republic. One can
therefore argue that under Cromwell England, Scotland and Ireland
..
formed a single republic.
The members of the Protectorate parliaments when they met
~ould be extremely obstreperous. Many were not greatly interested
m th~ ~elfare of the country at large. Essentially they were
co~stttutton-mongers. The republicans among them claimed that
Ohver had abandoned the ·~~od Old Cause'. But they were not
themselves democrats. Their ideal rather was an aristocratic or
Platonic republic - a government of wise men (like themselves): the
sort of government, indeed, of which Alexander Hamilton would
have approved. Before the Protectorate was established in the
Ru~p Parliamen~ - what you might call a select assembly' - these
dedicated repubhcans ~ere n~t _very successful in carrying out
necessary reforms, or m prov1dmg a settlement or maintaining
?rd~r: and after Cromwell's death they promoted an anarchy which
tromcally led to the restoration of the Stuarts in 1660.
Looking back, then, to the situation of some 330 years ago it
is sad to think that in Oliver Cromwell's last years he was unable to
come to terms with his two parliaments chiefly because a small
n~mber of theoretical republicans condemn.ed him as being a
dictator. In modem terms he was certainly no dictator. So far as I
know, he only overruled his Council of State once: that was when
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a challenge cup in that very field.
Peter Young always advised us never to go soldiering with
miserable, gloomy b*****ds; Peter Dix was, I am sure, the sort of
companion that he preferred, always cheerful, generous, full of
boyish enthusiasm, but better than that, capabl~ of making others
cheerful also. Peter was a man of many parts, of which the Sealed
Knot was, in truth, but one. It is in that context, however, that we
shall remember a lively, entertaining friend; for me, there is a
favourite motto which seems to encapsulate Peter's whole attitude to
life - 'Dum Vivimus, Vivamus !' - which, the times being what they
are, had better be translated - 'While we live, let us live.'
[Peter Dix (1936-94) was a long-serving and active member of The
Cromwell Association; many members will recall that on the
occasion of our 1990 AGM, Mr Dix lectured on the battle of
Edgehill as we visited the battlefield and then welcomed us to his
Edgehill Battle Museum at nearby Farnborough Hall. This obituary,
focussing on his role within the Sealed Knot, first appeared last
autumn in the Sealed Knot's own journal, Orders of the Day, and
is reproduced here by kind permission.]

CROMWELL DAY 1984
by Maurice Ashley

1j

he wanted it to agree to the readmission ofthe·Jewswho·had been
i'
! ·; ·· - ' •·1 :- '
expelled from England in the Middle Ages.
- ·Another comparison thafcan'be made between Cromwell's
Protectorate and the Presidency:of the United'States is that very few
Presidents, except Franklin D. Roo:Sevelt;have been ·able'to carry
out striking reforms ·during their first terms of office. It has often
been claimed that Cromwell' did nothing constructive or enduring
during his_five years'as Lord ·Protector:However, four things at
least· spring to mind.' One was the ordinances 'for ensuring that
ministers in the loose'national church were competent and'fit for
their offices.' Cromwell was more concerned about the moral and
pastoral quality. of the clergy. than about the ·precise nature of the
theology they preached. This meant in ·effect that there was .more
religious toleration in Cromwellian England than had·ever·existed
before; ·consequently nonconformity was so strongly entrenched
that'it could not be destroyed at or. after the Restoratio·n. Another
ordinance provided for a political union of England and Scotland,
which James VI and I had so much 'desired. This lapsed at the
Restoration and the union would not be completed for another fifty .
years but a starfhad been made. Then Cromwell accepted the.first
act of parliament that established a national postal service, which if
not quicker, was somewhat more reliable than it is·today.- There
was also the·ordinance that modified the absurdly sev'ere pen'alties
imposed on· poor men who could· not pay their debts. 'This sort·of
reform lay close to Cromwell's heart. He once 'sa_id, 'the law 'as it'is·
now constituted .serves·-.only to.:maintaii11the 4 lawyers• and to
encourage the rich to oppressthe poor'. But he.had neither the time
nor the_·opportunity to reform thefaw1as·he would have-liked. In
any case his republican opponent_s in parliament· were ·more
enthusiastic about hamstringing• the ,Protectorate . than abo'1ft
achieving reforms of any kind. j r ·,- • 1 : i .- - - ·,L ·. - , . ·! ·
,i,
,Whatever reforms.Cromwell failed to bring about -·and we
must remember that at that time· reforriI ·was not thought to be the
essence of'government:. and whatever political difficulties-he may
have failed to overcome; in' his brief spell of office he succeeded in
maintaining·law arid order, in upholding liberty of conscience and
of thought and la~d the foundations of the first British Empire:In
this anq:in so much else; Oliver Cromwell proved himselfind~e'd· a
great man.
:. · · .
· .:· ''
~- · ·
" · ·' · - ' · 1 -

CROMWELLIAN BRITAIN VIII
UXBRIDGE, ·MIDDLESEX
by Jane A. Mills
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[This address was_ delivered·on.3-September. 1984 at the,Cromwell
Day· service by 'Dr· Maurice Ashley, a past ·President of The
Cromwell Association and 'latterly one of our Vice.Presidents, who
died last year.] · · · ;- •, r. · !. ·
•

The town of Uxbridge is located in the London Borough of
Hillingdon close to the River Colne, on· the border with
Buckinghamshire in the north-west part of Middlesex. It is easily
reachable by road via the A40 or by the underground Metropolitan
and Piccadilly lines, which bqth terminate at Uxbridge station in the
centre of the town. . '
'
The county of Middlesex has natural !?orders on three sides
made up of the rivers Lea, Cohie and Thames,. and is surrounded
by the Jarge1counties of Essex, flertfordshire, Buckinghamshire
and Surrey. It is the second smallest county and in 1965 due to the
London Borough Act it ceased to exist as a county administrative
area. The county has always been important due to its proximity to
London .and in the fifteenth, sixteenth and seventeenth centuries
royalty (esp~cially. Henry VIII· and Elizabeth I) and ·nobility had
residences here which-meantthat_ they were within easy reach of
both court and parliament without having to cross, the rRiver
Thames.
.
·
·
The Doinesday Book of 1086 gives us a cle~r record of the
area with a list of landowners and a concise~invent9ry of terrain,
buildings and.livestock. Prior to this period, records are sketchy;
the only real _traces of Roman occupation are.the-three important
roads which dissect the county - Ermine Street, Watling. Street
(Edgeware.Ro'ad) and Thames Street (Bath Road).,We know the
area was popufated by Middle Saxons, the origin of the. name
'Middlese_x'. The placenames are Saxon and through archaeology
there are'trac~s .of .a dyke. in Harrow and .moats .and_camps
elsewhere.' Some members of the Lincolnshire tribe called 'Wixan'
set up hoine in the area controlling the vital crossing point at the
River Colne, the origin of Uxbridge; this was politically important
to the Saxons who shared a border.with the Merciails.
.In the years which .followed the Norman Conquest,
Uxbridge- continued to· grow in size and importanc~ In 1179 it was
granted its first market charter, -tn -1281 ·~n .annual· fair on St
Margaret's Day (20 July).and:thirteen years· later a.second fair
(Michaelmas) and m_arket charter. (Mondays). \]xbridge.began to
prosper with increases .in. population; .the surrounding areas sent
their produce to Uxbridge. It soon became the service centre for the
milling of corn .:. two and a· half mills were ·documented in the
Domesday B_ook and by the nineteenth century thirteen mills were
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in operation at its height.
In the sixteenth century Uxbridge was recognised as the first
stopping point on a traveller's route to and from London. Many
inns were built at about this time to cater for the increase in the
transitory population. During the seventeenth century Uxbridge's
fortunes fluctuated largely due to its dependence on the com market
and inns, both of which suffered when there were poor harvests or
when plague struck, as it did in 1625, 1636 and 1665, travellers
avoiding the town.
The Lordship of the Manor was held by the Countess of
Derby who was the patron of both Spenser, author of The Faerie
Queene, and John Milton, who became Secretary for Foreign
Tongues under the republican government. She had the legal right
to collect tolls from the town of Uxbridge, which she did up until
the start of the civil war. During 1630 there were signs that the
population were not happy with this situation, believing they should
be beneficiaries of the market tolls. It was after attacks on her toll
collectors by armed mobs that the Countess sought legal action and
the ultimate threat of the Star Chamber, which frightened the.
inhabitants into submission. In October 1633 they joined .the
Countess at a banquet. In the foyer of the Civic Centre the events
are illustrated in a mural.
During the civil war and Commonwealth the population took
the opportunity to collect the tolls as the then Lord of the Manor,
Lord Chandos, the Countess's grandson, was a royalist and had
fled abroad. After the Restoration his successor resumed collecting
tolls until 1695, when the right was purchased by a group of
residents led by a grandson of the Countess's protagonist.
At the end of the High Street on the Oxford Road stands the
inn called The Crown and Treaty House. If faces the entrance to the
Highbridge Industrial Estate and is opposite two very modern
buildings of the 1990s. Above the entrance a legend is written,
'Ancient Treaty House where the illfated Charles I held the
memorable, but unsuccessful treaty with his Parliament in January
1645'.
The building was then two thirds larger and was originally
known as Place House when it was built in the early sixteenth
century. During the eighteenth century with the expansion of the
coaching trade through Uxbridge part of the house was demolished
and the Oxford Road was built through the gardens. The house then
became a coaching inn with stabling for forty horses. The interior
panelling which can be seen in the inn today is odginal. In 1924 it
was removed and sold to an American businessman who used it to
furnish his office in the Empire State Building (in the 1920s and
1930s there was a renewed interest in wood panelling and several

designers were using it in their buildings). In 1953 the wood
panelling was returned as a coronation gift to Elizabeth II who had
it reinstalled in the inn.
Uxbridge was a parliamentary stronghold and an obvious
venue for the peace negotiations as it was on the Oxford Road and
suitable for the royalist representatives from Oxford and the
parliamentary commissioners from London. Each side was
represented by thirty-two men, accommodated on both sides of the
High Street. The George Inn was the headquarters for the
parliamentary commissioners and they also took ·over all the
buildings on the north side. The south side, except for one house,
was reserved for the royalist commissioners with their headquarters
at The Crown Inn.
The negotiations were doomed to failure from the outset due
to the attitude of Charles I and his view that he was above and
beyond earthlr laws. He believed he was put there by God and
therefore sub3ects must obey their king without question. Sir
Edward Nicholas, who was Secretary of State and one of the
royalis~ commissioners, was urged by the king at every opportunity
to remmd the parliamentary commissioners that they were 'arrant
rebelles and that their end must be damnation, ruine, and infamy,
e~cept they repented .. .'. On 4 March a delegation was sent to the
City of London to report on the failure of the negotiations and to
secure an advance of £80,000 for the New Model ordinance.
Speaker Lenthall said that 'this army, under God, i~ the principal
means to preserve us in safety', and the diarist D'Ewes wrote 'no
way to safety now but the sword'.
I~ June and July 1647 th~ New Model Army made their way
to .ux~ndge .and ~et up their headquarters (a garrison was
mamtamed here untd 1651). Fairfax appointed Cromwell and nine
others to discuss with parliamentary commissioners at the Katherine
Wheele Inn The Humble Remonstrance (The Humble
Representation of the General Council of the New Model Army) a
document proclaiming the army as the fourth estate of the realm
with proposals for its own maintenance. Cromwell stayed at The
Crown Inn, which had been the royalist headquarters during the
peace negotiations of 1645. The House of Commons chose to
ignore the army's demands and therefore failed to prevent the
army's subsequent occupation of London.
During the reign of Edward VI Uxbridge had become
Protestant and managed to remain so despite pressure from Roman
Catholic Mary, who had three Protestants burnt at the stake as an
example to the residents. Several puritan ministers fled here after
the Restoration, among them Oliver Cromwell's chaplain Hezekiah
Woodward, who had been Vicar of Bray. Until his death in 1675
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he was the leader of the Independents who secretly worshipped in
private houses. They later b~c~me known as c.ongregatio~alists and
their meeting house was bmlt m 1716. The Friends Meetmg House
on the comer of Belmont Road and York Road dates from 1817 and
replaced the original 1692 Meeting House on this site. The town
has been the home of Quakers since 1658. During the eighteenth
century Uxbridge was again in the forefront e>f a non-conformist
revival when wealthy Quaker families arrived, among them the
Hulls, who were related to Elizabeth Fry. John Wesley came and
preached in Uxbridge and it was during this period that some of the
religious buildings were replaced.
. ,
The sixteenth century Queen's Head and The Kings Arms
coaching inns can still be seen, and a number of other old buildings
survive in the town. In the main, however, Uxbridge had changed a
great deal since Cromwellian times.
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BOOK & VIDEO REVIEWS

In 1994 nothing concentrating on Oliver Cromwell came my
way, but in the nature of things and. the ubiquity of the man himself,
he turned up in a number of item.s, monographs .or s~rve~s
attempting to recreate the world whose impact, co-operatmg with his
genes, moulded his characte~ and o~tlook..
.
The six decades durmg which Ohver lived and worked are
well-considered by Keith Wrightson in "'Sorts of People" in Tu~or
and Stuart England', in The Middling Sort_ of People: Culture, Society
and Politics in England 1550-1800, edited by Jonathan Ba~ and
Chris Brooks (Longman, 1994, £40 cloth, £12.99 pbk). Wnghtson
takes as his starting point Cromwell's claim, 'a no~leman, a gentlem~,
a yeoman; the distinction of these, that is a good mterest ~f the nation
and a great one', setting it within a dis~ussi~n. of 'a social structure
undergoing profound change ... one reality fadmg slowly, the ot~er
stirring and quickening to life', each with its own voca~~lary of social
differentiation. This article illuminates the complex1t1es, local and
national, that lay behind such glib phrases as 'the. bett~r sort' or '~he
meaner sort'. 'Middling sort' seems to have come mto its own d~nng
the pamphlet wars of. t~e 1640s. and ~650s and ~as not unassoc1a~ed
with questions of pohtical allegiance m a fo!1flatlv~ - and des.tructI.ve
- age. Other essays in this voh.~me take up znter~lia .apprenticeship,
the professions and case studies of urban society m London and
Colchester. The Introduction by Jonathan Barry contemplates the
historiography of the diverse approaches to social and cultu~al
processes so far made. Histo~ians have been as healthily
argumentative as were contemporanes.
Religion runs th~ough every f~atu~e of the ea~ly ?1odern er~.
Kenneth Fincham has edited for Macrmllan s long-runnmg Problems m
Focus' series a diverse collection of studies of The Early Stuart Chur~h
1603-42 (Macmillan, 1993, £40 cloth, £12.50 pbk), that churc~ m
which Cromwell grew up and which had somewhat - much or httle
- to do with the civil wars. The editor rather regrets that the search for
causes of the conflict has dominated to the point of distorting the
proper study of pre-war religion. If religion did have 'ai:i integral. role
in 1642', Fincham opines that 'we must acknowledge it em~od1es a
host of secular concerns and values'. That seems unexceptionable.
Among his contributors, Nicholas Tya~ke would rank Wi~liam Laud
as one of the greatest archbishops smce .the Reformat10~. Many
historians might share this assessment and, hke Tyacke, not imply by
that approval of his impact upon religi~n or any thing. else. Peter Lake
affirms 'the rich texture' of 'the Laud1an style, which was at once
innovative and conservative with intellectual roots in the reign of
Elizabeth .. Judith Maltby's thoughtful juxtaposition of 'parishioners
and the prayer book' points out that innoyatior:is generally could
drive people out of the church as well as mducmg respect f~r the
Book of Common Prayer. The Elizabethan via media - if such it was

- did not, according to Peter White, disappear during 'the pcrsonul
government of Charles I'. Rather, what the 1630s saw was not 'novelty'
of policy but sheer vigour of enforcement of what was already there.
Unfortunately Laud's involvement in secular policy, which il is
suggested did not amount to much, meant that his religious activity
became inextricably ravelled up into the politics of the Caroline
court, with disastrous results. Every article in this stimulating volume
underlines the fact that whether or not the coming troubles are best
characterised as 'England's wars of religion', faith and worship had
- and would have further - diverse pressures upon the generations that
would endure war in the 1640s and a protracted search for settlement
during the Interregnum and Restoration.
Peering ahead, we should also glance back to what happened in
the sixteenth century. Two enterprising volumes by single authors offer
some help: The Early Tudor Church and Society 1485-1529 by J.A.F.
Thomson (Longman, 1993, £40 cloth, £17.99 pbk), and English
Reformations - note the plural - bearing as subtitle 'Religion, Politics
and Society under the Tudors' by Christopher Haigh (Oxford UP,
1994, £35 cloth, £12.99 pbk). Exploring a dozen topics - worship
and preaching, the church and lay power and more - Thomson
displays a church in England on the eve of the Henrician disturbance,
stolid, at ease - perhaps too much at ease - with itself, a vital social and
political as well as devout spiritual institution. 1529 assumes
significance as inaugurating rapid changes unthinkable when Henry
VIII had succeeded to the throne and married his elder brother's
'relict'. Haigh devotes nearly a third of a substantial tome to
Thomson's period but goes on to the death of Henry's younger
daughter. He is, of course, well-known, indeed notorious, for
forthright 'revisionist' views and wastes no time in getting down to
expunging accepted views of what happened to and in the church
under the Tudors. Basically this new version sets out to 'integrate the
dynamics of high politics with the variety of local responses',
something surely worth doing for all movements at all periods.
Looking at 'resisters' as well as reformers, losers as well as victors, he
finds more of the. former than the latter. Wrestling with contrary
arguments, more directly in an incisive bibliographical survey than in
the body of his text, he cheerfully pushes forward the debate over the
nature and extent of religious transformation. He sees the early
Tudor church as 'unchallenged' - though surely not unchallengeable
- and argues that at the death of Elizabeth I 'the Tudor Reformation'
- note the singular - had yet 'to replace a Catholic England by a
Protestant England'. Rather, there was a divided country in which 'the
goldy', evidently an unappealing lot, felt they were still being
smothered not by the rags but by the untorn tissues of popery,
symbolised perhaps in a clean linen surplice. This is powerful stuff,
but it leav~s us wondering when was - if there was - a Reformation. If
Fincham and company start their investigations too late, Haigh breaks
his off too soon.
Moving away from movements to individuals, we encounter a
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diverse tno - bdward Mountagu, 1st Earl of Sa11dwich, John Taylor
the plebeian scribbler and the last Protector, Richard Cromwell.
Cromwell's Earl (Harper Collins, 1994, £20) is Richard Ollard's rather
inept title for his life of Sandwich, who got his earldom from Charles
II as one reward for clinching the Restoration by bringing the fleet
over to 'the true sovereign' and bringing him back home in the soon
renamed Naseby. The admiral has twelve years ruid 180 pages (out of
260) to go in this elegant and kindly biography. Certainly he had
served parliament and the Cromwells well - Oliver he knew from his
own boyhood - because the Protectorate offered what was to him 'the
essential element of monarchy'. Its collapse left him no alternative to
offset 'blood and confusion' but Charles Stuart. Happily for him
George Monck, another general-at-sea-and-land, came to the same
conclusion. Ollard delineates a man of parts - diplomat, Fellow of the
Royal Society, courtier as well as naval person. He quotes John
Evelyn - 'incomparable ... prudent as well as yaliant...learned in the
mathematics, in musique .. .infinitely ingenious' - clearly the tribute of
one virtuoso to another. Mountagu's humanity extended to some
instrumentality in saving John Milton from the revengers in 1660 and
it may well be that favourable remarks by Clarendon about Cromwell
and Blake owed something to Mountagu, whose naval career they had
fostered.
Ollard's sympathetic portrayal is reinforced in Bernard Capp's
Cromwell's Navy (Oxford UP, 1989, still in print at £16.95 pbk),
which demonstrates Mountagu's concern after 1660 that the
experienced seamen of the Interregnum fleet should not be cast aside,
but kept on for their own sake and for the true interests of the navy
and the country. Capp has now sailed into inland waters with a survey
of The World of John Taylor the Water-Poet (Oxford UP, 1994, £25).
Taylor was a London boatman with a pen as vigorous as his oars.
During nearly half a century he poured out tracts, pamphlets, poems
- Capp lists over a hundred items as 'extant', under titles· such as
Taylors Pastoral and Taylors Travels and Circular Perambulation.
He was not a modest man, though his talents were, but he made up the
deficiency by determination, cheek and the unabashed manipulation
of causes, not least of which was himself. He could be tedious, but
much of his output was enlivened by keen observation, wit and
humour and by the unremitting certainties of his opinions.
Emphatically royalist, he was a loyal 'orthodox' Anglican - that
anachronistic appellation for which there seems no generally
acceptable alternative. Lacking formal education, and very conscious
of it, Taylor had a hard road to tread as a writer, but drive and
showmanship pushed him along it. He was 'a character', known and in
some measure admired for it. Yet few of his wcrks have ever been
reprinted, apart from in three volumes put out by the Spenser Society
in the late nineteenth century. Capp presents us with a just
appreciation of the writer and the man, set firmly in context, giving a
proper weight to his confrontation of the social, political and
religious issues of his times, and persuasively exposing the

complexities of personality and values that informed his
forthrightness, pointing to 'the conflicts that might rage' within plain
men like Taylor as well as within cultivated gentlemen. In fact, Taylor
opens a way into the cultural conditions of the first half of the
century, enabling us to glimpse that not only was there a polarity
between 'the elites' and the people - Capp uses the unfortunate term
'the masses' - but also a continuing interplay up and down the social
stairway. 'To educated readers [Taylor] was the acceptable. face of
popular culture', while to the more lowly of his audience he held out
a prospect of 'a social and cultural world beyond their reach'. As 'a
cultural mediator' he was hardly a striking success, but the persistence
of his efforts commands respect, and Capp has done well to
resuscitate him.
·
Taylor escaped the anticipated end of the world in 1654 and
the inauguration of the Protectorate by dying early in December
1653. What, one imagines, would he have made of the short regime
of Protector Richard? John Butler, a member of The Cromwell
Association, is intrigued by 'the fact' that Richard 'is always there, in
the history books, stuck in between Oliver Cromwell and Charles II,
and no-one seems particularly interested in him'. This is, of course, an
exaggeration. There have been biographies, Voltaire admired him,
and the Association has lately put up a plaque at his burial place, but
there is always room for a reappraisal of a remarkable man, not an
Oliver certainly, but with his own Cromwellian qualities. A Biography
of Richard Cromwell, 1626-1712, The Second Protector (E Mellen
Press, 1994, £35) is a well-documented study, which includes a
selection of his letters. It discerns in him capacities, exaggerated
perhaps in Andrew Marvell's claim that 'a Cromwell in an hour a
Prince may grow' but certainly absolving him, as Butler does, of the
charge of being Tumbledown Dick, 'an ape on horseback'. Richard
was an attractive personality, with 'neither fraud nor guile in him',
intelligent, conciliatory, some might think, but given the intractability
of his position in 1659, perhaps not. Butler gives a clear, thoughtful
account of the crisis, in which Richard responded sensibly to the
prompting of Providence, though in a different way, no doubt, from
the one his father might have done. He did not let down the Good
Old Cause, but the advocates of various other causes saw him off. He
survived, after twenty years of exile, to die at home in the closing
years of Queen Anne's reign, smoking, hunting, 'hale and hearty'
almost to the last, a quiet end to a life of vicissitudes.
Richard's wife, who long predeceased him, and his daughters,
were formidable women, not rarities in any age. Ann Laurence, of the
Open University, anatomiser of the parliamentary army chaplains, has
turned to 'a social history' of Women in England 1500-1760 (Weidenfeld
& Nicolson, 1994, £25 cloth, but a pbk edition at £12.99 is due later this
year), tackling them under such headings as 'marriage', 'sex',
'motherhood' and 'health' as well as 'work', 'education' and 'religion'.
There is much to say, and much said here, about all of these. To some
extent this episodic approach inhibits consideration of whether the
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long(ish) period saw or encouraged large changes in attitudes to, by, with
or from women and in their actual as distinct from their 'legal' status,
though a brief introductory chapter 'Women and the ~isto~ians'
- increasingly more of the former among the latter - offers mtelhgent
suggestions, and throughout there are indications of processes, .such as
the way 'many subjects which had been moral matters' affecting women
and dealt with in church courts became 'matters of public order or of
medical concern'. The chapter on waged labour shows women - single,
married, widowed - experiencing, if not enjoying, independence and
success in a variety of activities, even asfeme sole merchant in 'men's'
trades. Relaxed regulations during the 1640s and 1650s ensured that
after the Restoration 'it proved impossible for gilds and livery
companies to regain their hold', offering thereby opportunities for
women to run businesses, taken probably by more of them than can
be identified in currently available evidence. It may be that you can't
keep a good - or tough, or clever, or manipulative - woman down.
Women no more than men were immune to the impact of the civil
wars and as with men it could work to their advantage or
disadvantage. Of particular interest is Laurance's critical approach to
the notion of Lawrence Stone, too readily accepted, that family
relations in this period lacked love and affection. 'The evidence of
women who lost their children suggests that far from caring for them
less, the loss of a child could be as devastating a blow as it is today.'
Just so. What they did have was their own age's 'set of responses to
grief. Laurence notes a growing concern with individualism then and
among commentators since and finds it difficult to escape the
conclusion that 'individualism is a concept devised by men to
describe a process which freed men from the restraints · of
community'. It has since been extended to women by an iron lady,
dedicated to a different set of limitations, those of the market.
'Women in 17.th century Devon' are the theme of Janet A.
Thompson's Wives, Widows, Witches and Bitches (Peter Lang, 1994,
£30), case-studies based on thorough research in local and national
archives, and taken against the background of an initial chapter on
'English Women in the Seventeenth Century', stressing the misogyny
inherent in a patriarchal society and suggesting, though this is not a
novelty, that 'perhaps the purest form' of that 'is evidenced in the witch
hysteria of the early modem period', which took in 'women hating and
fearing other women, and ultimately ... women hating themselves'.
Thompson's survey of witchcraft in Devon, interestingly enough,
suggests that 'the county diverges from the classic chronology of. Alan
Macfarlane and Keith Thomas which puts the bulk of trials in the reign of
Elizabeth'. Here they peaked in the 1650s and continued until nearly the
end of the century. This seems to be the case, too, in Somerset and
Wiltshire. Few men were charged unless they had some kinship or
other close connection to an accused female. Other than that the
sense of 'a need to hunt witches came much later [in Devon] than
elsewhere', the circumstances there which produced accusations were
much the same - 'a breakdown of communal values in a changing
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worl?'. If .t~at is ~o, that breakdown lagged in Devon 'until after the
English Civll War. Thompson wonders 'if this was not also the case in
other. more rural and provincial parts', which raises some nagging
questions ~ot only .about 'wives, widows, witches and bitches'.
Thompson is a femimst but she is a historian first and last in casting a
cold eye. on a wo~ld made and developed largely by men, in which
presentation for witchcraft was only one but the most serious one of
many defamations, formal or otherwise,' of the female character. Her
chapters on female alehouse keepers and of slander cases in the
church courts reinforce this point.
Devon.come~ into its peculiar own, too, in Loyalty and Locality:
Popular Allegzance zn Devon during the English Civil War (Exeter UP
1994, £~5) by Mark Stoyle, which digs deep into the level of the group~
co~ventionally. taken. to constitute the mid-seventeenth century political
nation to examme actio~~ and reacti?ns of _Devonians in town and country
to the chal~enges of military conflict. It is as important in the national
context as m the local, but as it is reviewed elsewhere in Cromwelliana
enough said.
'
Ivan Roots

Gordon Wakefield, John Bunyan the Christian (Fount Paperback
Classics, 1994, £5.99).
.
The Pilgrim's Progress is still an influential best seller translated
mto many lang~ages; it ~as pr~bably the first novel. Many doubtless
rem~mbe~ studymg The Pzlgnm s Progress at school. I did so for A-Level
En~I~sh Literature and my knowled.ge of religion and understanding of the
~ehgious changes that were takmg place at that time and of their
importance we~e sadly lacking. I wish this book had been around then.
Many.p~ople might feel that a book on religion could be difficult to read,
but this is an excelle~tly constructed book. It was originally published in
1992 by Harper Colhns; Fount Paperbacks is part of the same publishing
group.
Though this b100~ is classi!ied as a biography, it does not cover
~I aspects of Bu~yan. s hf~ but mamly concentrates on the periods which
mcluded preachmg, .impnsonm~nt and his writing. Gordon Wakefield
dr.a~~ together previously published works on Bunyan, answers their
cntt~is~s and sets ou~ to exl?lore t~e events - political, social and religious
- which mfluenced this prolific (sixty works) uneducated writer. This is a
we~I researched ~d useful J?Ublication. There is a section explaining the
various sects w~ich. collective!~ com~ under the 'puritan' heading, and
Wakefield explams m great detall the imagery of The Pilgrim's Progress
Parts I ana II. It is well worth reading.
Jane A. Mills
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Mark Stoyle, Loyalty and Locality: Popular Allegiance in Devon
during the English Civil War (Exeter UP, 1994, £25).
The history of the civil war in Devon, as in most English and
Welsh counties, was complex. To oversimplify, the county as a whole
appears initially to have been parliamen~an, tinged with a h~t of apa~y
and neutralism, fell to the king's men dunng 1643 and remamed royalist
until the parliamentary reconquest of the autumn and winter of 1645-6.
Beneath this familiar story of military campaigns, occupation and control,
however, Dr Mark Stoyle detects a much deeper pattern, mor~ complex,
far more difficult to reconstruct but ultimately far more rewardmg. As the
subtitle of this book makes clear, this is a study of 'popular allegiance' at
grass roots level, a full-length examination of how and why the bro~d
mass of people within the parishes of pevon responded when f~ced _with
the option of supporting king or parha~ent. Altho~gh ~ther h1stonans,
particularly David Underdown, have published w.ork m this field recently,
far more needs to be done to replace current rather nebulous guess-work
with clearly supported and prov~n interpretatic;>ns. Accordingly, this b?o~
is to be welcomed and is potentially the most important study of the civil
war to have appeared 'during the past year. As such, it merits detailed
discussion.
The book is divided into four parts, very different in length and,
at times, in quality. Part One, 'The Context', paints a brief 'Portrait of
Early Stuart Devon', the main thrust of which is to suggest that, because
of a number of factors - sheer physical size, topography, and
occupational, social and religious diversity :.. Stuart Devon was not and
could not be a single coherent unit, the 'county community' which some
historians of the seventeenth century claimed to have detected a generation
or so ago. Instead, Stoyle sees the county divided into ~our principal
regions - North Devon, Central Devon (encompassmg much of
Dartmoor), South Devon (principally the South Hams, including
Plymouth) and East Devon (east of the Exe, including Exeter).
In Part Two, much deeper and more rewarding, Stoyle argues
that in many parishes, urban as well as rural, it is possible to detect a
clear, dominant popular allegiance, either to king or to parliament, and
that that allegiance was deep-rooted and durable. Further, he suggests that
the allegiances of individual parishes reveal broader regional patterns of
popular allegiance, which correspond to the four regions already sketched
out. North and South Devon were largely parliamentarian in allegiance,
Central Devon largely royalist; East Devon Stoyle finds to be internally
divided, the north-east parliamentarian, the south-west royalist. Exe~er
receives more detailed examination which reveals that, although the city
as a whole was divided, within many of its urban parishes either royalist
or parliamentarian allegiances clearly predominated. In constructing these
patterns of popular allegiance, a great deal is sometimes squeezed out of
rather thin and questionable source material. Although Stoyle is aware of
this and often seeks to explain and justify his use of sources, doubts must
remain about the strength of some of the material used - stray reports
from ministers or constables, largely uncorroborated stories of gatherings
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or 'risings', the ~urviving petitions of maimed soldiers, and so forth.
Moreov~r, e_ven if these sou~ces are acc~pted, they generally relate to a
smal~ mmonty of Devon P<l1?shes ~d give a. very incomplete picture of
allegi~ces. Map 2 (p. 53), ~llustrat~ng 'Parhai;rientarian parishes, 1642
-1646, and Map 3 (p._ ~3), ill_ustratmg 'Royalist parishes, 1642-1646',
starkly ~eveal that survivm~ evidence_r~veals the allegiance of only a tiny

pro~ortion of_ the 465_ p~nsh_es of civil war Devon. In the light of its
quality, quantity and distnbutton, the degree to which broad regional and
~ounty-wide interpretations can safely be constructed from such evidence
is debatable.
.
. In Paz:t Three, Stoyle seeks to explain the patterns of popular
all~g1ance which he has detec:ted. He is highly sceptical of explanations
whi~h ~est upon the leadership of the:gentry, portraying the masses as
unthinking fodder wh~se p~cipa~on was determined by deference to, or
press~re f~om, the social e~ite. He is equally unconvinced by suggestions
that d1ffe~ng popul<l! allegiance sprang from differences in race (Cornish
Celts ag~st Devoman Anglo-Saxons), land use and agricultural regions
(the_thesis of_Under~own and others that wood-pasture areas tended to be
parh~entanan while arable areas tended to be royalist), or occupation
(parliamentary town~men, cl?th-workers and fishermen. against royalist
rural labourers and tmners), m each case finding insufficient evidence
firmly t? I?rove these suggestions and too many exceptions to accept
them. ~1milarly, he argues that civil war allegiance cannot have been
dete~med _by the pol~ti~al opinions of the pre-war years, for the
survi_v~n_g evidence ~f opmion at gentry level and below invariably points
to cr~tic1sm of the kmg s government; thus it cannot explain the divided
allegiances of the war years. Instead, Stoyle is far more taken with the
theory that ~opul~ allegi~ce was dete~ed by religion, suggesting that
those areas m which radical Protestantism had taken deepest root in the
century before 1640 tended to be parliamentarian, whilst those areas least
affected by the nev: ideas an~ v:here religi_ous conservatism predominated
tended to ?e royalist. All this is argued m some detail and by drawing
upon a van~ty of local sources. Once again, a great deal is made of some
far from ummpeachable sources - on religious conservatism alone the
use i;iiade of inevitably patchy and incomplete records concerning the
~ol~mg of ch~r~h ales. and 'revels', the erection of may poles and the
mcidence of civil war iconoclasm is open to question.
•
The fou~ and final part of the book l?~ks briefly at the 'National
1
Picture, e~plormg whether the sort of d1v1ded popular allegiance
unco~ered m J?evon can also be detected in other English and Welsh
countte~, ai;id if so, whether a case can be made for religious factors
predom~natmg there ~lso. Stoyle generally answers the first question
cl~arly m the af~rmat1ve and the second more cautiously so. However,
this ass~ssmen~ is ~ased upon a trawl through earlier published county
and r~g1onal h1stone~, most of which were not seeking to explore or
expla1i;i p_opular allegiances and few of which attempted a comparable
analysis or the same _type of sources which Stoyle employs for Devon.
.
. No matter, this bo~k stan~s or falls on its analysis of the Devon
situation and the Devon evidence m Parts Two and Three. Here Stoyle is
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undoubtedly impressive, employing a wide array of source material and
squeezing a great deal from those sources. The arguments are clear and
the finished book is a testament to meticulous research and to complex but
lucid argument - in every way a tour de force. Given the surviv:in.g
materials with which he had to work, he has probably gone as far as tt is
possible to go in reconstructing and then expl~ing popular allegi~ces in
Devon. His work will undoubtedly be copied for other Enghsh and
Welsh counties but, unless unusually rich sources are lurking elsewhere,
is unlikely to be bettered. Nagging doubts remain, however. Has ~he
source material been pushed too far? Can such broad county-~~de
conclusions about popular allegiance be drawn from the surv1vmg
sources, often patchy, incomplete, open to differing interpretation and
relating only to a small minority of Devon parishes?
Glenn Foard, Colonel John Pickering's Regiment of Foot 1644-1645
(Pryor Publications, 1994, £7.99).
This is a well researched and well presented history of one of the
parliamentary infantry regimen.ts .created in spring .1644 as part of the
expansion of the Eastern Assoc1atton and absorbed mto the New Model
Army roughly a year later. From its ince(!tion, .it was commanded ~y
Colonel John Pickering, a member of the tllustnous Northamptonshire
family of that name. One of his brothers, Sir Gilbert Pickering, became
even more famous as a leading light in the court of Protector Cromwell
and a member of his Protectoral Council of State; Sir Gilbert married a
sister of another sometime Protectoral Councillor, Edward Mountagu,
later 1st Earl of Sandwich, a new biography of whom is reviewed above.
This study begins by exploring the Pickering family and by looking at the
creation of John's regiment, in the process giving brief histories of
Pickering's subordinate regimental offi~er.s. It closes ~ith John's death .at
Ottery St Mary in November 1645, victim of the disease~ rampant m
army camps, and with a brief review of the subsequent history of the
regiment under its new commander, the regicide John Hewson. The bulk
of the study, however, is given over to reconstructing and exploring the
campaigns undertaken by Pickering's regiment during 1644 and 1?45,
taking in Marston Moor and second Newbury, Naseby, Langport, Bnst<;>l
and Basing House. It is possible to discern the precise ro~e played by this
particular regiment in some, thoug.h not all, of t~ese actions. T~e aut~or
draws upon a broad selection of pnnted and unpnnted sources, mcludmg
the 'Commonwealth Exchequer Papers' (SP 28) in the Public Record
Office. These papers, used to good effect here, can show where a
regiment quartered, identify its junior officers, indicate levels of pay and
total costs and reveal how and with what it was supplied. As a regimental
history, this study inevitably ha~ a. fairly narrow focus; it~oes ':1ot seek.to
give an overall account of the c1v~l 'Yar or. to com~are this re~1ment with
others. Within these confines, this is an impressive and lucid account,
rich in quotations from contemporary documents, and is a useful addition
to the growing corpus of regimental histories.
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Oliver Cromwell, God's Englishman (W.H. Smith Exclusive Video &

Book, 1994, £15).

This 55-minute colour video explores the life and career of
Cromwell through a mixture of dramatic reconstruction - including
battle re-enactments and 'living history' scenes - and film of
seventeenth century buildings, portraits and so forth, supported by
off-camera narration. The credits indicate that it was written and
directed by Bob Carruthers, though with the assistance as historical
adviser of Dr Les Prince, a member of The Cromwell Association; Dr
Prince appears on the video briefly explaining key points. Cromwell
is played by Mick Greenway, suitably made up to carry off a passable
physical likeness of Oliver. The approach, broadly chronological,
includes a very good, illuminating and full discussion of the religious
melieu in which Cromwell grew up, exploring predestination,
providentialism and puritanism, and a briefer though adequate
account of the causes of the civil war. Like Cromwell's career itself,
the coverage becomes much fuller after the outbreak of war and
explores in some detail Cromwell's role in the civil wars of the years
1642-51.
The point is rightly made that Cromwell was better and more
assured as a soldier than as a politician. Much the same could be said
of the video. The assessment of Cromwell's military career, from
Edgehill to Worcester taking in Wales, Ireland and Scotland en route,
is clear and admirable. Particularly good use is made of Cromwell's
own letters and speeches, key extracts from which are delivered on
-camera by the actor playing Cromwell. However, the coverage of
Cromwell the politician is less thorough and satisfactory. Some
episodes are skated over - there is, for example, almost nothing on
Cromwell at the Reading and Putney debates of 1647, and the
explanation of his ejection of the Rump in spring 1653 is very thin.
Some blunders are made - Charles I's third parliament and Cromwell's
first did not first meet in February 1629, the members of the
Nominated Assembly did not resign because Cromwell had rejected
their offer of the crown, there is no evidence to suggest that in its
wake Cromwell reluctantly accepted a written constitution prepared
by the Assembly before its dissolution, he did not rule 'with his Major
Generals' in 1654, and after his death the Protectorate did not survive
for twenty months until the Restoration. A couple of slips of the pen
or of the narrator's· tongue have also escaped detection - Cromwell
dissolved his second Protectorate Parliament in 1658, not 1648, and
the military historian quoted on Cromwell in Ireland is C.H. Firth, not
Frith. Indeed, the video pack usefully includes a booklet reprinting
extracts from Firth's Cromwell's Army. As an account of Cromwell
the politician, this video has limitations, and pales beside John
Morrill's .JlBC lecture in the Lo.te Great Britons series. As an account
of Cromwell the soldier, this is an excellent production which is to be
warmly welcomed and recommended.
Peter Gaunt
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BRITANNIA'S AGONY
Oh, sleeping _Britannia Where is your greatest son?
The greatness he gave us,
The liberties he left us?
Like Oliver, they lie with our flag
In the dust.
Oliver was Britannia, our flag, the soul of
Our nation.
Without Oliver, no Britannia, no flag, no freedom, no soul.
No Parliament can function without him,
No man inspired,
No shore defended.
As Britannia groans beneath the weight of
An unjust Roman Treaty
She also cries ·out in agony:
'Oh, Cromwell! Where art thou?
Thy People and I, Britannia, need thee!'
John West & Alison Knowles
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**********
The Cromwell Museum,
Grammar School Walk,
Huntingdon.
Tel (01480) 425830.
open Tuesday-Friday llam-lpm 2-5pm
.Saturday & Sunday 11 am-1 pm 2-4pm
Monday closed
admission free

**********
Oliver Cromwell's House,
29 St Mary's Street,
Ely.
Tel (01353) 662062.
open every day 1Oam-6pm
(minor interior building work currently in progress,
leading to opening of upper storey later this year)
admission charge

**********
The Commandery,
Sidbury,
Worcester.
Tel (01905) 355071.
open Monday-Saturday 10am-5pm
Sunday 1.30-5.30pm
admission charge
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